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EDITOR'S NOTES 

A most delightful anthology was received from Schocker Books, 200 Madison 
Avenue, New York 10016 who publish paper backs on Archaeology. Titled Con
quistadors Without Swords, by Leo Deuel, 645 pp, price $7.50 paper. Beginning 
in Peru, with original narrative by Alexander Von Humbolt, the book moves north
ward to the Isthmus, the Mexican plateau, Mayaland, North America proper, and 
finally to Polar regions. Prefacing each area selected is an essay devoted to back
ground and interpretation, followed by the dramatic, eye witness story by the first 
discoverer. These narratives, chosen for their intrinsic importance and secondly 
for readability, give a very vivid and coherent story of Indian America. 

Uni ike the Old World where written records added so much information to 
archaeological research, tne New World, sealed off by vast oceans from the main 
stream of mankind and I acking these written records I is having to write its archae
ological history with the spade and trowel. Never before the Conquistadors had 
entire civilizations so suddenly and wantonly been destroyed. Thus the New World 
archaeologists are the new conquistadors without swords. 

Leo Deuel, born of Swiss parentage, has lived in Europe, Australia, Latin 
America and the Near East. He holds a masters degree from Columbia and a Ph. D 
(Philosophy) from Zunich. You will be interested in reading his previous book 
Testaments of Time concerning the fascinating search for lost manuscripts and re
cords. 
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ABSTRACT 

LOVE, CHARLES M., An Archaeological Survey of the Jackson Hole Region 
Wyoming, M.A., Anthropology, July, 1972 

An archaeological survey of the Jackson Hole Region in northwestern W;oming 
reveals about 9,000 years of probable seasonal habitation at elevations from 6,000 
to 11,000 feet. Local climate and recent geological events including glaciation, 
faulting, loess deposition and development of terraces have been significant deter
miners of site locations. A number of obsidian and ignimbrite quarries were located 
and several others are postulated. At I east four steatite localities were utilized. 
The funneling effect of mountain passes on game may provide a procurement method 
for subsistence at high elevations. A mixed economy was probably most prevalent 
with perhaps some emphasis on bison and other large game animals. Prehistoric 
travel routes through the region cire"manifest, and direction of population movement 
along them seems determinable. 
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CHAPTER 

INTRODUCTION 

Located immediately south of Yellowstone National Park in Wyoming, Jackson 
Hole is a north-south flat-bottomed valley some 50 miles long and up to 15 miles 
wide. The startling, fault-block Teton Range borders the entire length of the valley 
on the west and the smooth alluvial valley floor gently ti Its toward it. The rolling 
Mount Leidy Highlands and Gros Ventre Range quickly rise on the east and southeast 
respectively. To the northeast lie the Pinyon Peak Highlands, the Washakie Range, 
and beyond them the layered, volcanic Absaroka Range. Jackson Hole pinches 
down into the Snake River Canyon to the south, where the latter river has been super
imposed across the Snake River Range ( Fig. 1 ). The elevation of the valley floor 
slopes evenly from 6,000 feet at the south end to 6,800 feet at the north end. This 
plain is broken in several places by lumpy buttes, rising up to 1,200 feet above it 
and affording excellent views of the valley. The converse of these seems to be a 
fault trough underlying the north central part of Jackson Lake. 

The surrounding mountainous elevations vary considerably, though the lowest 
natural passes for even questionable access routes to the valley are the nearly 8,000 
foot Hoback Rim and the 7,500 foot Taylor Creek divide. Precluding the rugged 
Snake River Canyon, all other access routes are passes between 8,000 and 10,000 
feet. Much of the mountainous country is above an approximate 10,500 foot timber
line. Jackson Hole then, is effectively ringed by mountains, which would tend to 
concentrate regular prehistoric population movements into the area through the low
est and/or most advantageous passes. 

Perspective 

The primary reason for the choice of this particular survey area is that previous
ly there has been no systematic archaeological investigations of any kind within it. 
Local collections for the most part are small and from a very few specified sites known 
to the pub Ii c. The study area is large and both flat and mountainous, and presents 
more than the usual logistical challenge for local collectors. As a result, time
depth knowledge of prehistoric occupation of the region has been almost nil. 

A second reason, enhancing the importance of the first, is that the Jackson 
Hole area was sparcely and permanently settled rather late, the town of Jackson in
corporating in 1920. At present there are still a few of the second generation white 
settlers living in the valley, and the writer was fortunate to have enl isted their aid 
and cooperation in this survey. Their knowledge of the valley and surrounding 
mountains is especially important because public travel in the study area was 
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Figure 1. The a rchaeological survey area in northweste rn Wyoming. 
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restricted at an early date. In 1929 the forerunner of Grand Teton National Monu
ment was formed and effectively limited access to the Teton Range and the western 
part of the valley floor. Most of the remaining flat-lands were annexed when the 
national monument became a national park in 1950, A large segment of the south
eastern part of Jackson Hole was further removed from public consumption between 
1913 and 1927 by the accumulative formation of the National Elk Refuge, Teton 
National Forest borders Jackson Hole on the north, east and south, Targhee 
Notional Forest abuts Grand Teton National Pork on the west and Teton Notional 
Forest on the north and south (Fig. 2 ). The revolving administrations of these 
federal lands has tended to prevent cumulative archaeological information from form
ing within each of their respective jurisdictions. Private land constitutes less than 
4% of Teton County and its concentration and population is located primarily in the 
southern end of Jackson Hole, Outlying ranches exist in Grand Teton National 
Park, both national forests, and along the Buffalo Fork and Gros Ventre Rivers. Thus 
the information available from the "old timers" is most important because of their 
experience and travel throughout the area prior to federal control. 

The third reason for this survey is that the Jackson Hole - Teton area has be
come an increasingly high-use region for the notion's tourists (Grand Teton Notional 
Pork recorded over 3 million visitors in 1971), Pressure for facilities to accommodate 
these people both on and off federal lands is growing with the usual developmental 
results. Since previous public and federal archaeological awareness hos been slight, 
much stands to be lost without a systematic collection and analysis of site locations. 

The writer's purpose is not only to survey the descirbed area but to relate the 
site locations, quarried materials, prehistoric access, and flora and fauna to the 
"recent" geology and resultant topography. Geological events have proceeded at 
a rapid pace throughout the region, and so much datable activity has taken place in 
the last 20,000 years that early inhabitants certainly would have been both directly 
and indirectly affected by these events. 

Two major assumptions have been made. The first of these is that prehistoric 
occupation of the region was seasonal. The reasoning behind this would be discussed 
under climatic considerations, The second assumption is that prehistoric populations 
on foot would travel most frequently into, out of, or through this region by the easiest 
topographical routes. Travel along these routes might be affected by seasonal 
weather, quarriable materials, game availability, and physiogrophic barriers. 

Geology 

Of particular interest are some of the major geologic events forming the past 
and present Jackson Hole topography. While the mountains to the south, east, and 
northeast are quite a bit older in their initial formation, the Teton block began rising 
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Figure 2. L d on ownership in th e survey area. 
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in Pliocene times ( Love 1956) and has continued to do so, Simultaneously the floor 
of Jackson Hole has down- dropped and tilted towards the west, the eastern "hinge 
line" running along the foot of the bordering eastern mountains. Pliocene and 
Pleistocene volcanic extrusions in the Yellowstone area intermittently reached the 
Teton Range, enveloping the extreme northern end. Some of the flows on the west 
flank of the Tetons ultimately reached the southern end of Teton Valley. Outwash 
from glacial maxima and other streams have brought vast amounts of Cretaceous
derived quartzite gravel into Jackson Hole. This deposited gravel forms the valley 
floor plain at nearly the gradient of the major drainage, the Snake River. 

From about 19,000 B. P. to 13,000 B. P. loess was b I own in from the west 
( Love 1965) and deposited ove r most of the region in an uneven blanket up to 50 
feet thick. Smaller amounts of loess have been deposited since. While slope wash 
and active stream erosion have eliminated specific parts of this loess cover, the last 
glacial maxima of the Pinedale provided for its general demise on the valley floor. 
This last 11 ice age" saw mountain glaciers advance to the floor of Jackson Hole for 
the final time from several canyons in the Teton Range. A major ice mass coalesced 
from several valley glaciers in the north end of the range and collectively filled up 
and scoured out the Jackson Lake basin. The farthest advance formed the Burned 
Ridge Moraine, and in retreatint to the present Jackson Lake shore, left a region 
known as the potholes. Snails from pond deposits overrun by a momentary ice ad
vance at this Jackson Lake Moraine date about 9,000 B.P. (Love 1965). Out
wash streams from the Jackson Lake Moraine progressively shifted from the southwest 
near the Tetons toward the present outlet of the lake on the east, due to an apparent 
11sag 11 in the floor of Jackson Hole near the present mouth of the Buffalo Fork River. 
These migrating meltwater channels destroyed most of the loess cover west of the 
present ·snake River. Several other Teton-originating glaciers formed semi-circular 
moraines with enclosed lakes on the floor of Jackson Hole. By contrast, glaciers 
never reached the flats from the Gros Ventre Range to the southeast, and no glaciers 
apparently formed in the Mount Leidy Highlands. Instead, five or six large alluvial 
fans were actively developed at the mouths of the eastern drainages which destroyed 
or covered much of the loess remaining on the eartern floor, These major fans 
nearly overlap, and are largely characterized by dense, hard, quartzite cobbles 
with little or no surface soil development. The quartzite cobbles have been eroded 
from several conglomerate formations located to the north and east. 

Only two terrace studies have been made in Jackson Hole to date and both of 
these have dealt with the Snake River only ( Love 1956; Walker 1964 ). Three major 
terraces characterize the banks of the Snake for much of its length south of Jackson 
Lake. Near the Burned Ridge Moraine they cut through more than 200 feet of 
glacial outwash, while in southern Jackson Hole, less than 25 feet is all that remains 
of the middle terrace. The dates on the terraces of the Snake appear to be related 
to the waning stages of the last Pinedale ice advance onto the valley floor. The 
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highest terrace ( T 3) emanates from the edge of the Burned Ridge Moraine. This 
then dates the build up of the maximum outwash plain at sometime post loess depo
sition but pre 7,000 B.C. As the ice receded to the position of the Jackson Lake 
Moraine, the outwash plain beyond the Burned Ridge Moraine was cut into by the 
river, forming what is now the highest terrace. As the ice receded further and the 
Jackson Lake Moraine was breeched by the Snake, potential for a new base level 
caused the cutting of the second terrace (T2). As the ice melted from the Jackson 
Lake basin, the upper Snake River and several Teton tributaries passed into Jackson 
Lake and emanated essentially load-free. The continued down cutting would have 
been facilitated by the high stream volume coupled with a lack of stream load. This 
seems to have diluted the Buffalo Fork and Gros Ventre Rivers enough to enable down 
cutting to take place. The conclusion is therefore the formation of T 2 hos token 
place since the Jackson Lake Moraine was breeched, that is, since 7,000 B.C. 

The lowest or 10 foot terrance ( T 1 ) as reported by Walker ( 1964) may be re
lated to the Temple Lake glaciation. Again, continued down cutting would have 
been facilitated by an increase in stream volume with o lack of stream load. 

Lastly a terrace higher than T 3 does exist south of Blacktail Butte, but its 
origins may not be related to the Snake River cycles. This will be discussed under 
recent faulting. 

Other terraces exist on the Buffalo Fork and Gros Vent re Rivers, and a variety 
of smaller stream courses. No detailed work has been accomplished fixing the 
various dates of formation . These other stream courses with terraces emanate pri
marily from mountains bordering Jackson Hole on the east. Archaeologically all 
of these terraces have tremendous dating and time-depth potential. 

The present stream pattern on the valley floor appea rs to be actively adjusting 
to current crustal movements. The afore-mentioned sag at the con junction of the 
Buffalo Fork and Snake Rivers has caused huge meanders in the Snake in that area. 
While all other valley floor streams flow in a south or southwest direction, Spread 
Creek flows northwest off its huge alluvial fan towards that sag . The Gros Ventre 
River in central Jackson Hole may be flowing along a shallow groben between 
Blacktai I Butte on the north and some low white hi I ls on the south. There is grow
ing evidence that the highest apparent river terraces hare are actual ly fault scarps. 
Loess covers this terrace to depths of over 20 feet in some places. More will be 
said about this terrace later. Prior to the possible graben, the Gros Ventre River 
may have detoured around the north end of Blacktail Butte on its way to the Snake. 

North of Jackson, a 200 foot scarp which cuts the 13,000 year old loess has 
caused Flat Creek to be diverted southward so that it does not meet the Snoke River 
for 15 miles. The rerouting was also partially blocked by the Cache Creek alluvial 
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fan, and a large cattail swamp and fertile lowlands was formed. The diverting fault 
scarp and nearby Miller Butte provide superb vantage points, 

The main Teton fault system has also been active with displacements cutting 
the recent glacial debris by as much as 200 feet. The southern two thirds of the 
valley floor is tilting westward at a rapid enough rate to cause the entire Snake 
River floodplain to shift westward. The streams reaching the flats from the Tetons 
in this area are lower than the Snoke River and flow parallel to it for as much as 10 
or 15 miles before joining, They are never more than two miles away from the Snake 
for the entire length of their valley course. At present, dikes prevent the Snake 
River from migrating towards the lowest part of the va lley. 

In the southern end of the valley, the Hoback fault has been equally active, 
and has cut the loess and down dropped the eastern side of the valley floor over 50 
feet ( Love 1956; 1962). This has caused Flat Creek to remain on the east side and 
the Snake River to flow east to meet it. 

Other lesser faults have been active throughout the region, though few if any 
have direct bearing on site locations. In a general way, active and inactive faults 
provide the loci for a multitude of springs, Some of them flow hot water. 

Landslides in this active region have been the source for a series of geologic 
features as wel I as catastrophic events. A complete treatment of landslides in the 
Teton National Forest can be found in Bailey ( 1971 ). 

A late Pleistocene landslide in the Snake River Canyon near Bailey Creek 
dammed such a long-lived lake that it was nearly filled with gravel before the dam 
eroded through, The river then cut immediately through its own fill , leaving 
remnants of it as a 200 to 400 foot terrace above the river in several parts. These 
terraces provide the largest of the few flat areas within the Snake River Canyon, 
Tributary streams also built deltas into the o ld lake, several of which are still 
visable and would have made excellent camp spots. 

White landslides have rarely impeded the Snake and Hoback Rivers, the Gros 
Ventre has had more than its share. Many slow landslides have taken place through
out much of the Gros Ventre Canyon length, but only a few have been fast enough to 
impound lakes. A prehistoric slide several miles from the mouth of the canyon 
backed up a lake some 300 feet deep. Sediments from a delta built into it from a 
gully have been carbon dated at 5,000 years ( Love, personal communication). By 
about 1920 a landslide had finally dammed Upper Slide Lake, which is now nearly 
filled with sediment. Tributaries have built a series of deltas into it, This does 
not appear to have been the first lake in this area, however. Dry Dallas Creek 
from the north had built its present delta inside a gully cut into a much older delta 
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whose sloping surface is over 20 feet higher than the present lake level. 

The well known Lower Slide Lake originated from a large landslide in 1925. 
Two years later the top part of the slide saturated and washed away. The resultant 
flood covered the Gros Ventre flood plain with fresh cobbles and debris all the way 
to the Snake River. 

Upstream on the Gros Ventre River where it bends north ( Fig. 1 ), the writer 
found varved sediments in connection with what must have once been a more active 
slide from either Sportsman1s Ridge on the west or Bacon Kidge on the east. The 
present swamp at the Darwin ranch in the same area appears to be a filled lake bed, 
originally formed from additional slides off these two ridges. No slides appear 
farther upstream. 

According to Bailey (1971) landslide release in all of this region cannot be 
correlated with climatic stages. All have been triggered by fortuitous geological 
circumstances. The writer feels more evidence is necessary before such a conclusion 
could be drawn. There is the possibility that an increase in slide activity might 
result from the onset of a wet climatic period. Two major slides have been dated 
at about 3,000 B.C.: the afore-mentioned Gros Vent re slide and one on the 
Yellowstone River below the town of Gardiner. 

Geological Conclusions 

The preceeding discussion has been a brief summary of the geological events 
and features which have had specific bearing on site locations in some way. 
Geological detail of selected sites discussed later shall take place within this broad 
reference. Most of the recent geology in the Jackson Hole region has yet to be 
studied. The primary use of geology has been an attempt to determine where sites 
of certain time periods could or could not exist. For example, it would be sur
prising to find any sites at all on the Gros Ventre floodp lain due to the wash in 
1927. On the other hand, if ice were on the floor of Jackson Hole about 7,000 B.C., 
what is the chance one would discover a Folsom point in a g laciated canyon at 
9,000 feet? Remnant terraces in the steep-walled Snake Pjver Canyon are the 
most reasonable places to camp at any time, provided they have been there long 
enough. By contrast it would be difficult to camp on the lowest terrace of the 
Snake prior to Temple Lake glaciation. Curiously, in no case was archaeological 
material found indicating an age greater than the theoretical or determined geolo
gical age of the surrounding deposits. This does not mean there were no problems, 
however. Specific sites yielded unusual geological questions, and these will be 
discussed in site context. 
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Climate 

jackson Hole can be considered a closed volley. The high surrounding 
mountains in this temperate climate impose comparatively harsh conditions upon the 
valley. At least two isohyetal maps have been prepared, covering most of the 
study area, and these agree only on a very broad scale (Corter and Green, 1963; 
Mundorff, et al., 1964). In both coses a pronounced rainshadow effect by the 
Tetons can be seen, Important is the fact that high precipitation does reach the 
valley floor near the base of the Tetons. This dwindles very rapidly within severe I 
miles to the east. The vast majority of the precipitation falls in the form of snow 
during the months between October and May, though occasional heavy spring and 
foll rains do occur, Scattered thundershowers are common in summer months. Ex
tremes in temperature on the valley floor range from occasional 90s in the summer 
down to an occasional 40 degrees below zero or more in the winter. The mean 
yearly temperature is 37° F. 

The valley traps cold air easily and maintains significantly colder temperatures 
than surrounding regions. The mean monthly temperature in the town of Jackson 
averages 3° F. colder than the "open" valley across the Tetons to the west, though 
the elevations ore the some. Perhaps a more important difference lies in the number 
of days between significant frost temperatures during the summer. The Idaho side 
of the Tetons averages nearly two months (53 days) longer between frost temperatures 
than does Jackson Hole (U.S. Weather Bureau 1959-1969). 

The high precipitation in the surrounding mountains would severely limit foot 
travel to Jackson Hole before May, and hinder it much beyond September. The 
large runoff from the deep snowpack in this area also creates extremely high levels 
in the major rivers, starting in Moy and gradually receding throughout July and 
August. Feasibility of prehistoric crossings of these will be discussed in the section 
on travel routes. 

The history of climates in Jackson Hole can only be discovered through the 
indirect effects of it. The geologic record hos yielded a climatic sequence only 
in a general way. Regional summaries for this section of the Rocky Mountains can 
be Found in Richmond (1956; 1970) Love (1956; 1968). No recent pollen profiles 
hove been made for the survey area, though the closest one has been done by Baker 
( 1970) south of Yellowstone Lake. The climatic implications of this will be dis
cussed under the floral section. 

In two localities within the survey area, remains of trees have been found 
above the present timberline. It is not known whether these reflect an 11altithermal 11

• 

Weathering rotes at high altitude are so rapid that it appears doubtful wood could 
survive as long as 4,000 years, No other evidence, such as buried or active caliche 
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zones were observed. It seems probable that the effects of a slightly depressed 
precipitation rate might be masked in this intermontane valley by the overall nor
mally high rainfall. The altithermal, if it existed in Jackson Hole, has left 
presently undiscovered evidence. 

Floro 

The vegetation in Jackson Hole is directly controlled by precipitation, eleva
tion, exposure, and geology. Conclusions by previous researchers of floral zones 
in this area have depended upon the outlook of the observer. Loope ( 1971) de-
ve lopes a useful comparative analysis of the forest based on tree communities. A 
ramification of his study has tremendous potential importance for archaeology in the 
region, as he and Oswald ( Quoted in Loope, 1971) have dated major forest fires 
in selected areas back as far as A. D. 1640. Houston ( 1968) explains several 
classifications of vegetation and various community zones with an eye toward moose 
habitat. Bailey ( 1971 ) sees four ecological zones roughly correlated with eleva
tion. Love ( 1971) correlates the quality and frequency of certain species with 
specific rock formations or derivatives from them. Among these ore specific types 
of berry bushes. 

While most of the mountainous regions have mixed lodgepole-spruce-fir cover, 
the valley floor displays distinct zones depending upon the precipitation and geology. 
The outwash glacial gravels of most of the Jackson Hole floor are extreme ly porous 
and the low retention of rainfall allows little other than sparse grasses and sagebrush 
to survive. Only the river bottom lands contain extensive stands of cottonwoods, 
willows, and their associated shrub communities. By contrast pine communities exist 
on old and new valley floor moraines. These deposits are mixed with enough clays 
to retain the lesser moisture falling on the volley floor, and allow extensiye forests 
to survive across Jackson Hole. The best examples of this ore the lodgepole and 
spruce-fir forests on both the Burned Ridge and Jackson Lake moraines, and on 
Timbered Is land, an older morainal remnant. All local moraines reaching the 
valley floor from the Tetons hove extensive stands of pine, spruce, and/or fir, 
although this is largely aided by the higher rainfall nearest the mountains. Why 
moraines in the Gros Ventre and Flot Creek canyons are barren may be due to strong 
compositional differences in the glacial debris. The proportions of granitic and 
volcanic rocks is quite small, and the lodgepole pine and subalpine fir seem to pre
fer them ( Loope 1971 ). 

The lower pine timberline on the west bordering mountains is in sharp contrast 
to the sketchy lower timberline on the east bordering ranges. Dense stands reach 
the volley floor on the west, and on the east the conifers slowly become dense up to 
a thousand Feet off the flats. This is probably due to both the sedimentary substrata 
and the lack of rain. In many oreas aspen border the pine-spruce-fir forests. Aspen, 
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a prime habitat for deer, is common in central and southern Jackson Hole. However, 
the stands thin rapidly north of the Jackson Lake moraine. Perhaps they have not 
had time to gain a substantial foothold. 

Sagebrush may have been a recent arrival to certain parts of the valley floor. 
Some local residents are able to remember when primarily grass existed south and 
east of Blacktail Butte instead of sagebrush. Ancient irrigation ditches in the area 
attest to a time when the first settlers were raising hay, but it is not known whether 
the land was cleared of sagebrush first. 

,t.bove timberline, typical alpine flora persists. The dominant plants involve 
the sedge-grasses and a wide variety of high altitude flowers. Lichens and mosses 
are also common. Miles of meadows of these stretch over the Pliocene erosion sur
face in the Gros Ventre Range, making prime summer range for bighorn sheep. Much 
smaller and more truncated surfaces exist in parts of the Teton Range. In the survey 
region these are the only two mountain ranges which exhibit a lpine conditions. 

Most, if not all of the plants containing some edible portion which habit the 
Central Rockies are available in the survey area. The most common bulk foods 
might be the cattail and various berries. The most abundant wild berries, some in 
several varieties, are huckleberries and currants. Several of these occur more 
commonly on specific deposits or formations than on others. Notably huckleberries 
are partial to granitic and ghyolitic sources, and hence the various moraines and 
bedrock outcrops are chosen ( Love 1971 ). Raspberries are prone to broken rock 
slopes of the Bighorn Dolomite and the Tensleep Sandstone. Gooseberries prefer 
the Tensleep Sandstone and the rhyolites ( Love 1971 ). Starting about mid-July, 
gooseberries begin ripening, and other species successively ripen from that time 
through September. 

Roots and tubers such as the elk thistle ( Cirsium foliosum), and spring beauty 
( Claytonia lanceolata) are common, especially the latter asit follows retreating 
snowfields all summer. Several 11watercress11 varieties abound along soggy bottom 
lands. 11 Pinon 11 or limber pine are also available and constitute the one reported 
evidence of actual plant utilization by prehistoric populations. An observant local 
resident discovered a series of trees which were crudely chopped, then green-bent 
for their cones. These are located in Gunsight Notch, north of Upper Slide Lake 
on the Gros Ventre River. Complete and detailed lists of edible plants can be 
found in Craighead, Craighead, and David ( 1963), and in Harrington (p967). 

At present very little information exists on vegetational shifts since glacial 
times in the survey region. Nearby, Baker ( 1970) has cored a pond near the south
east arm of Ye I lowstone Lake and discovered timberline conditions existed there for 
quite some time prior to 9,500 B,C, After that time the present floral concentrations 
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hove persisted with slight modifications. It may be coincidence that the two doted 
poleolandslides on the Yellowstone and Gros Ventre Rivers occurred at the same time 
spruce-fir increases ore noted, co 3,000 B.C. The spruce-fir pollen increases 
occur from 3,000 to 800 B. C., suggesting the moister conditions of the Temple Lake 
Stade. Restricted deposition occurs between 8,000 and 3,000 B, C. coupled with a 
high of lodgepole pine pollen concentrations, Baker ( 1970) feels this may be the 
expression of the oltithermol in this area since the spruce-fir may have migrated up
slope during this time. 

In Jackson Hole, evidence exists that these life zones may have shifted upward 
a little at certain times in the past. While no data involving dating of these shifts 
has been collected, the evidence lies presently in the observation of dead stumps 
above the present nearby timberline. Of the two areas exhibiting this situation, 
one is on the east rim of Sheep Creek Canyon near its divide in the Gros Ventre 
Range. The other was reported to be on the divide southwest of Thor Peak in the 
Teton Range ( Dudley Hayden, personal communication). Dead trees also exist 
above timberline in the Absaroka Range to the northeast ( Love, personal communi
cation), Again, the writer questions the survival of wood for over 4,000 years 
in the environment above 10,000 feet, 

Fauna 

Little work on the arrival of certain game species to Jackson Hole has been 
attempted. Geologically, all animal and fish species would have had to migrate 
into the valley via the mountain passes or the Snake River Canyon. At least one 
major period of glac iation completely filled Jackson Hole and part of the Snake 
River Canyon with ice some 80-100,000 years ago ( Love 1965). Some researchers 
feel this may have been as recent as 32,000 years ago ( Richmond 1965 ). 

Though present big game animals consist of bison, elk moose, mule deer, 
antelope, and bighorn sheep, several appear to be of recent adaptation. The moose 
has been notably missing from the detailed journals of several early explorers to the 
mountain west, in particular Lewis and Clark, W. P. Hunt, and Osborne Russell. 
Houston ( 1968) records the progressive historic sightings of moose from Yellowstone 
to the Teton region up to 1867. He concludes that moose were not in Jackson Hole 
until after that time. Hence as a game animal for prehistoric populations in this 
region it can be discounted. 

Elk ( Cervus canadensis) have been known as a plains animal for a long time, 
and their near complete adaptation to the mountains seems to have taken place by 
hunting pressure since the settling of the plains by whites. Wilson Price Hunt saw 
elk in Jackson Hole in 1811, and Osborne Russell in 1834 mentions concentrations 
of them not only in the valley but throughout parts of Yellowstone as well. Anderson 
( 1958) traces the historical sightings of elk and their migration routes from 
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W. P. Hunt to the present. It would appear that bands of elk had established mi
gration routes across the Yellowstone-Snake-Gros Ventre-Green River area for a 
long time prior to white settlement and that they may well have some time-depth 
in the survey region. 

Antelope ( Anti locapra americana) have shared a similar historic sighting 
pattern as the elk in the survey area. Migration from the Green River down the 
Gros Ventre River was witnessed by the first generation of settlers in Jackson Hole 
until general hunting pressure curtailed most of it by about 1900. Only recently 
have antelope bands begun migrating along the same route in any numbers. Their 
time-depth in Jackson Hole may be similar to that of the elk. 

The mule deer ( Odocoileus hemionus) too has a long historical record of 
sightings. White its habitat overlaps that of the elk somewhat, it is not as gregarious 
nor as migratory an animal. As a dispersed prehistoric game resource, it may have 
enjoyed less concentrated hunting pressure than the more soeial elk and bison. Its 
time-depth in Jackson Hole is unknown. --

Bison remains are common in Jackson Hole. It is the only non-domestic and 
non-introduced animal whose bones are found with any time-depth and frequency, 
Bison bones have been found in a pre-loess context north of the town of Jackson 
( Love, personal communication), in an archaeological context dating A. D. 1480+ 
115 at the Goetz site on the valley floor, and with shells dating 11,940 + 500 -
years at Astoria Hotsprings in the Snake River Canyon ( Ives et al. 1964) .- The 
variant of the latter has not been established. Most of the bison remains discovered 
to date have been in the Gros Ventre River volley. Other concentrations have been 
located in the National Elk Refuge and near the town of Jackson. Five skulls were 
taken from a ditch near a big seep not far from the Snake River in southern Jackson 
Hole. Several of these skulls were examined and no evidence of prehistoric butcher
ing techniques could be positively identified on any of them. No bison remains are 
reported to have been found west of the Snake River. It would appear that most 
of the bison were coming into Jackson Hole via two possible routes along the Gros 
Ventre River. The most important of these was probably from the Green River basin 
to the southwest. The other route may have come from the Wind River drainage. 
The bison too were historically sighted early in Jackson Hole and the Buffalo Fork 
River was aptly named. Their occupancy may have been regulated by migration. 

The distribution of bighorn sheep ( Ovis canadensis) presents curious ramifica
tions for the Jackson Hole region. A detailed chronology of sightings throughout 
Wyoming can be found in Honess and Frost ( 1942 ). Nearly all the historical 
records show that it too was well adapted to Wyoming basin life. Bighorn sheep 
petroglyphs from Cedar Canyon, Henry's Fork and Blacks Fork rivers in southwestern 
Wyoming, Twin Creeks area in Central Wyoming, and Medicine Creek in northeastern 
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Wyoming support this contention ( Schuster, personal communication). A few 
accounts mention its presence in the northwestern mountains, and none bothered 
to record it for the survey area. Honess and Frost ( 1942) made a two yea r study 
of the bighorn's summer and winter ranges in the Gros Ventre mountains, and con
cluded that it had been there in scone numbers prior to about 1900. Part of their 
reasoning is as follows: 

Further proof that the Gros Ventre River Valley was not a natural 
winter ·range is found in the fact that no indications of the past 
presence of the Sheepeater Indians has been found there. In the 
Wind River Mountains, Bighorns, Absarokas and Beartooth 
Mountains, in all areas in northwestern Wyoming where mountain 
sheep were known to have ranged extensively, there can be found 
the paintings, arrow head chippings, campsites and remains of 
ambushments and pens used in hunting sheep, which are the marks 
of an interesting vanished race. Therefore, it seems probable 
that the Gros Ventre sheep were original !y pushed either north 
from the Wyoming Range or west from the Wind River Mountains, 
in the late 1880's or 1890's ( 1942: p. 45). 

Honess and Frost were not looking for prehistoric remains. Figure 17 of their 
illustrations was taken overlooking a large and immediate prehistoric ccrnpsite which 
they failed to notice. The sites discovered in the bighorn's summer and winter 
range will be discussed in a later section. Indirect archaeological evidence suggests 
that the bighorn may have been hunted in this region for as long as 5,000 years, and 
perhaps longer. 

In conclusion, it can be seen that there was certainly enough big game to be 
had in the Jackson Hole region for prehistoric hunters. The game density does not 
appear to have been anywhere near as high as it was historically in the Wyoming 
basins, yet there was plenty for numerous small bands to easily survive a summer or 
a trip through the area. Since much of the game with potential time-depth in Jack
son Hole was migratory, this may have helped determine the travel routes for pre
historic populations as well as the length of time they spent in the survey region. 

Method of Investigation 

Permission was obtained from all the federal agencies and private landowners 
to collect materials from their respective properties during the summer of 1971. A 
site was defined by the prescence of material evidence of prehistoric activity. They 
ranged from a handful of related flakes to stone circles and barricaded cove struc
tures. More than half of the sites recorded required backpacking to make surface 
collections and descriptions. The on-site sampling method concentrated on both 
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the variety of cultural materials and their statistical inter-relationships. The writer 
has taken the liberty to plot the accurate position of al I of these sites on topographic 
quadrangles which will remain the thesis given to the Deportment of Anthropology at 
the University of Wyoming. Qualified researchers in archaeology may apply to the 
head of the department to see these maps and the site reports. Also on the maps are 
locations of sites not visited, but referred to by local residents. The exact locations 
and descriptions of these wi II be recorded at a later date. Throughout the text of 
this thesis, reference in general terms will be made concerning the locations of the 
most important sites to prevent potential vandalism. The writer guesses that the 
sites discovered, reported, and visited represent a cross section of less than 5% of 
those probably in existence. 
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CHAPTER J I 

TRAVEL ROUTES AND BARRIERS 

Foot travel into Jackson Hole from a random direction is strenuous during the 
summer months, and hopefully unnecessory at any other time. While a great many 
11 random 11 passes have evidence of use, the main travel routes were wisely picked. 
Jf travel is from either the Wind River or Green River Basins to the east and south
east, the easiest routes involve major river courses and moderate mountain passes. 
ff travel is from the west, short and steep mountain passes ore the rule. Both the 
Snake and Hoback Canyon routes are difficu lt and wruld require more than the 
usuar motivation. Evidence in terms of sites indicates o il the routes to be discussed 
were used to one degree or another. With the exception of the Gros Ventre River 
valley, few of these routes would be adaptable for long prehistoric summer camps. 
In other words, the writer feels most of these routes were used strictly as immediate 
pathways. 

Wind River Basin Route 

From the Wind River Basin a comparatively easy route into Jackson Hole can 
be fol lowed by ascending the Wind River to what is now the vicinity of Togwotee 
Pass (9,600 feet), and then descending Blockrock Creek to the Buffalo Fork River. 
A branch of this major route con be followed by ascending either Warm Springs 
Creek or Little Worm Springs Creek, both tributaries to the Wind River, to Union 
Pass (8,500 feet). One can then go either to the Green River Basin by that river, 
or descend westward down the South Fork of Fish Creek to the Gros Ventre River and 
then into Jackson Hole, A second branch from the main route forks south at Togwotee 
Poss and descends the grassy parks of the North Fork of Fish Creek to the Gros Ventre 
River ( Fig. 1 ). A major site is located in the headwaters of that creek south of 
T ogwotee Pass. 

The limitations to this major route and its branches center around the amount 
of winter snow and the time of thaw in the springs. The assumption mode of course 
is that more and longer-lasting snow means less attraction for prehistoric peoples. 
Togwotee Pass receives as much snow as parts of the higher Tetons, but Union Poss to 
the southeast receives about two-thirds as much. The much longer but somewhat 
drier Union Pass alternative might be more attractive for spring and later fall travel, 
while the more direct Togwotee Pass would be a speedy summer and early fall route. 

Green River - Gros Ventre River Route 

Another major trove I route from the Green River Basin to the Gros Ventre 
River only necessitates corssing the low divide (8,600 feet) between the upper 
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reaches of both ri vers in the vicinity of Kinky Creek. The "great bends" of both 
rivers approach each other at this point and the divide is about 10 miles across 
( Fig. 1 ). The indication is that the main travel route actually went along Bacon 
Ridge or Bacon Creek to the east, instead of using the Gros Ventre valley in this 
area. The river in this stretch is meandering and swampy and if the present 
mosquito population is indicative of those in the past, a higher, breezy ridge may 
have been very attractive. While the Gros Ventre River is traveloble on both 
banks below the mouth of Kinky Creek, landslides and jackstrawed trees plague 
the western and southern side of the valley throughout its entire length. 

A great deal of varied game habitat exists in the spacious lower Gros Ventre 
valley, and it presently supports elk, deer, antelope, moose, and bighorn sheep in 
large numbers. The great majority of the bison skulls found by local residents 
come from this area, suggesting it may have been a popular bison habitat as wel I. 
The number of sites visited and reported for this area alone hint at its prehistoric 
popularity. In fact, this large interior valley could well have been the object of 
hunting forays itself, since access from the Green River Basin is easy and game may 
have been as plentiful as in Jackson Hole proper. 

Hoback Route 

From the southeast, access to Jackson Hole could be gained from the Green 
River Basin in a circuitous way over the Hoback Rim ( Fig. 1 ). While the Hoback 
Basin was probably a good hunting area, it leads to no easy route to Jackson Hole. 
There is evidence that the Hoback Canyon was indeed traveled, but the extent to 
which this was a major route is unknown. The lower 15 miles or more is particu
larly rugged, with cliffs, river crossings, steep slopes, extensive talus cones, and 
avalanche debris to negotiate most of the way. It was not necessary to reach the 
Snake River before turning north to Jackson Hole, however. Some use may have 
been made of the rugges Granite Creek canyon and/or Little Granite Creek as 
alternative bypasses, but evidence is needed to bear this out. 

Snake River Canyon Route 

Travel to Jackson Hole from Starr Valley and points southwest was possibly 
through the Snake River Canyon, although the Little Greys River - Bailey Creek 
route would be far more easy to negotiate ( Fig. 1 ). The surrounding vertical 
country is not conducive to alternative routes. A hot spring on the south side of 
the Snake River three miles below the Hoback River confluence is the only site 
reported in this vicinity. The major difficulty with this particular access route is 
the Snake River itself. If the Snake River Canyon route is chosen, travel would 
have to be on the south and east side during the first half of the summer because of 
the tremendous danger in river crossing. In late summer this might be accomplished 
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safely in a few places about 5 miles below the Hoback River confluence. Travel 
on the Little Greys River - Bailey Creek route is much easier and eliminates the 
steepest canyon travel on the lower Snake, Other difficulties involving the Snake 
River will be related shortly. 

Conant Pass Route 

The last and perhaps the most important maior route into Jackson Hole lies at 
the north end of the Teton Range. Conant Pass (8,500 feet, Fig. 1) near the head
waters of Berry Creek and Conant Creek is easily accessible from both sides and re
quires only one or two short 11uphills 11 from either direction. The long meadows and 
present timber pattern represent no challenge, Conant Poss is also in immediate 
proximity to a large rhyolitic flow with on ignimbrite base (a welded tuff or obsidian
like vitrophyre ). This outcrops in several convenient places and was quarried ex
tensively. A conglomerate bearing various kinds of excellent chert and quartzite 
also outcrops in this area. Worked materials from all these outcrops have been 
scattered profusely along several miles of the route. The region to the west of this 
poss is the entire flatland drainage of the Henry's Fork and Snake Rivers, which 
stretches almost unbroken into central Idaho. To the east this route emerges into 
Jackson Hole at what was prior to 1912 the upper end of Jackson Lake. Here a 
large braided delta had been bui It into the lake since glacial times by the Snake 
River. The river is at its smallest in Jackson Hole at this point, and would have 
been the least hazardous to cross. From the private collections available, this 
delta was the area of the largest, most extensive, and deepest sites in the entire 
Jackson Hole region. It was inundated by 40 feet of water when Jackson Lake Dom 
was constructed in 1916. Since that time the delta's periodic exposure has been 
taken advantage of continuously by local collectors. 

The delta was probably a natural stopping point for groups coming from the 
west and probably the east. The only direct route through northern Jackson Hole 
with a minimum of difficulties appears to be the Togwotee Pass to Conant Pass possi
bility. Perhaps this maior route's single overwhelming advantage was that of an 
easy Snake River crossing, Outside of the Gros Ventre River Valley, this pathway 
seems to have more profuse and concentrated worked materials than any other locale 
in the Jackson Hole region, 

The Snake River Barrier 

In connection with this route and all others, the Snake River is the single most 
important barrier to east-west travel through Jackson Hole. It emerges from Jackson 
Lake much larger than when it entered due to the meltwoter streams from the Teton 
Ronge. Four miles downstream it is joined by the Buffalo Fork River, an effective 
barrier itself in the first two months of summer. In the south central part of Jackson 
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Hole, the Gros Ventre River joins the Snake . The Gros Ventre Ri ver drains an area 
roughly twice the size of the Buffalo Fork. Anywhere below Jackson Lake however, 
the Snake presents a formidable barrier to a foot trave ler from May to A.,gust. In 
late summer the Snake can be carefu lly crossed only where it breaks into several 
channels in the central and southern part of t he val ley. The channels are large, 
seift, and continually shifting, and the result is not on ly a trave l barrier, but an 
intermittant swampy buffer zone which breeds intolerable numbers of mo~quitos 
throughout the summer. Historic attempts to negot iate th is rive r in a variety of 
places have frequently met with problems. The Astorians referre d to it as the Mod 
River ( Irving 1928) and had difficu lties crossing it with horses in late September. 
As an ex-river boatman who has floated t he Snake from t he Buffalo Fork to nearly the 
Wyoming state line, the writer would like to underscore t he importance of this 
barrier to foot travel. 

Other Travel Routes 

In spite of the Snake River barrier there are several other access routes. Evi
dence exists for one or two possibilities from the Yellowstone country to t he north. 
Travel may have come up the Yellowstone River from Yellowstone Lake, ascending 
Atlantic Creek to Two Ocean Pass where there a re reported sites in the meadows, 
and then descending Pacific Creek to Jackson Ho le. A site was located at Enos 
Lake, a few miles off this route. The upper Snake River has headwaters in this 
area, and there is an ignimbrite quarry downst ream on Mount Hancock, indicating 
some travel in this direction. Historic travel has been frequent a long this route but 
just how often prehistoric populations used it is unknown. 

Several other mountain passes have been used. Perhaps Teton Pass (8,600 
feet) in southwestern Jackson Hole is the most important. Though it is quite steep., 
there are quarried obsidian vents not far from it as well as near the eastern base. 
The pass allows travel out of southern Jackson Hole to the northwest. The Mosquito 
Creek divide (8,300 feet) is the next poss to t he south, and a llows travel to either 
the southwestern Swan and Starr va lleys or to Teton Valley to the northwest. 
Glacial gravels in lower Mosquito Creek contain cobbles of obsidian from an unlocot
ed source. Phillips Pass (8,900 feet) north of Teton Pass wou ld likewise allow 
travel to Teton Valley. There is a reporte d but un located obsidian source near it, 
and obsidian materials from the a rea seem to indicate some use of the pass. 

Drawbacks to these three routes inc lude the Snoke River barrier and the effects 
of its floodplain. Aside from the difficulty in river crossing, the low-lying area be
tween the base of the mountains and the river necessita ted extensive a nd arduous 
clearing of mosquito-infested willow swamp by loca l ranche rs prior to exploitation. 
If a river crossing were not attempted, a rather restricted use of Jackson Hole would 
ensue, for little flat land exists west of the Snake, save the a rea immediately south 
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of Jackson Lake. Difficu lty is encountered in north-south travel on this side however. 
The rain shadow effect and glacial debris a llow a thick forest to survive on the valley 
floor, and travel can be a nightmare of willow swamps, hummocky hills, and old 
jackstrawed timber. 

Lack of the normal component of forest fires during the last 70 years hos present
ly added to the difficulties of backwoods travel, both on this side of the Snake and in 
other areas . It would be assumed that use of certain prehistoric travel routes might 
be influenced by the age of a forest or the stage of reforestation of a burned area. 
Tremendous fires were known in early historic times whose presence or absence in an 
area greatly affected the inhabitont1s movements. 

The writer would like to postulate a theoretical travel route into Jackson Hole. 
This is the Taylor Creek divide (7,500 feet) just south of Mosquito Creek (Fig. 1 ), 
the lowest non-riverine route possible into the region. This wou ld allow access from 
Swan and Starr Valleys to the southwest, emerge on the floor of Jackson Hole where 
Snake River channels ore potentially traversable, and is in prosimity to the Mosquito 
Creek Obsidian-bearing gravels. At present no reports of sites in this area hove 
been obtained, and no traverse of the poss hos been made. 

Other access routes exist in the mountains surrounding Jackson Hole. Nearly 
every mountain poss reported or visited hod some form of artifact materials associated 
with it. That these were all used at one t ime or another is obvious, but that they 
were actual travel routes is quite another matter. There is reason to believe that 
some of the other mountain passes were game 11funnels11 and were hunted as such. 
These wi II be discussed in site context. Other passes may have been used as a 
sporadic camp for a small group off on a hunting or gathering tour. Some of them 
represent no small amount of work to reach. In almost a l l cases, materials found in 
these scattered passes include obsidian and chert. The reason the obsidian and chert 
sources have been mentioned in conjunction with the major travel routes is that they 
represent a traceable material which constitutes a sizeable fraction of the artifacts 
and debitage collected. The amount of obsidian in oil the region1s sites suggests 
prehistoric emphasis on its collection, and most of the obsidian quarries presently 
known in the region are very near actual or potential access routes. 
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CHAPTER I I I 

MATERIALS 

The artifactual raw material is easily broken down into seven types. In de
scending order of frequency in sites they are: Precambrian quartzite, obsidian and 
related volcanic glasses, chert and agate, Tensleep quartzite, basalt, silicious tuff, 
and soapstone. Their relative abundance in sites is not always related to proximity 
of source areas. The high altitude sites in the Gros Ventre Range are important in 
this regard, for there are no source areas high up. This resulted in a curious selec
tion of what was carried and how far. The quarry sites visited in the survey region 
probably represent at least several of the major extraction areas. There ore reports 
of a number of others which were not visited, and undoubtedly there are many more 
which hove simply evaded detection, 

Precambrian Quartzite 

Two genetically different kinds of quartzite appear in the survey area. The 
more common of the two is a hard, dense, resilient form whose multicolored varie
ties are composed of strongly welded usually fine-grained quartz sand. While the 
quartzite is originally Precambrian in age, it was eroded and deposited in Cretaceous 
and early Tertiary conglomerates. These formations in northern and eastern Jackson 
Hole have yielded these cobbles through Pleistocene erosion, and they form the 
floodplains of all the major rivers and many of the streams on the valley floor. The 
largest cobbles rarely exceed 18 inches in lengt h. This quartzite seems virtually 
ubiquitous though it understandably does not occur in the central and southern Tetons, 
the Gros Ventre Range, or the Snake River Range. While this material is certainly 
the most accessible, it was not used in proportion to its avaiability. The problem 
with it appears to be its hardness, Flake tools seem to be the easiest made from it 
and by contrast very few finished or refined pieces were discovered. Collections 
from Jackson Lake by W. C. Lawrence are an exception however, and this will be 
discussed in the section on local collections. There were no quarry areas found or 
reported for the Precambrian quartzite. 

Tensleep Quartzite 

The less common Tensleep quartzite is much different in occurrence, texture, 
hardness, and color. The most common color is light tan to tan, but it comes in 
varying shades of grey, white, green and pink pastels. It is pure quartz, lightly 
welded, and often coarser groined than much of the Precambrian quartzite, and its 
form is never in river-worn cobbles. Sizes range up to irregular boulders three or 
more feet in diameter, and always it is associated with much older log glacial debris. 
Problems occur in trying to identify the source formation and the outcrops from which 
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the material was carried by ice. Mostly by default it seems that the Tensleep Sand
stone is the only fonnation pure enough to match the low grade metaquartzite. 

There are five known areas where the T ensleep quartzite was quarried exten
sively. Four of these are near springs within the National Elk Refuge. The glacial 
source for the metaquartzite boulders for this area could easily have been major Ten
sleep outcrops in the lower Gros Ventre valley. A major glacial advance down this 
valley would scatter the Tensleep quartzite over much of the National Elk Refuge 
upon spreading out or meeting ice on the floor of Jackson Hole. However the fifth 
quarry is on the south end of Blacktail Butte, northwest of the Notional Elk Refuge 
but five miles directly west of the mouth of the Gros Ventre canyon. While a tiny 
patch of bedrock Tensleep outcrops on Blacktail Butte, it cannot account for the 
distribution and volume of the quarried Tensleep glacial boulders. The only other 
Tensleep north or "up-stream" from this butte are some minor outcrops in the north 
end of the Tetons. These ore too far away to account for the percentage of Tensleep 
in the protected glacial debris on Blacktail Butte. The only alternative at present, 
and not a satisfactory one at that, is to assume these are glacially recited to the 
large outcrops near the mouth of the Gros Ventre canyon. It should be understood 
this idea conflicts with present information about ice flow on the valley floor. 

The Tensleep quartzite is found in irregular sandy-surfaced cobbles and bould
ers, and when broken exhibits a weathering rind of as much as half an inch of rotten 
sandstone. Inside the weathered zone is one or two liesegang rings up to an inch 
thick, usually green but occasionally pink. The majority of the interior is a uniform 
tan to grey. A flake found in a site may be identified by its color as to what part 
of the core it may have come from. 

The outstanding property of this material is that it is far more easily worked 
than the hard quartzite for macro tools, and it is not so brittle as obsidian. A soft 
quartzite cobble takes little strength to break, and exceptionally sharp and durable 
flakes can be produced with hard hammer retouch. Accurate soft hammer work on 
the flakes is also easy. The drawback to the material lies in attempting pressure 
flaking, for it is usually too coarse grained for small flakes to carry very far. Re
sharpening a large hardhammer flake is about the limit of pressure retouch. Parts 
of bifaces made with soft hammer retouch were found which exhibited varying de
grees of pressure retouch. The best refined implements found of this material con
sisted of partial bifaces and the hafted end of an unknown tool. All other tools 
made of this kind of quartzite are retouched flakes, and most of these have a steep 
retouch (Fig. 3). 

The two visited quarries for this material were essentially alike in that the 
hillsides nearby or around a central spring were littered with the flake and core 
debitage of tool making. The Tensleep cobbles were simply broken on the spot and 
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Figure 3. Steep pressure retouch on T ensleep 
quartzite flakes from the test pit in 
the Goetz site, National Elk Refuge. 
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flakes hammered off them to the satisfaction of the individual. Occasionally a 
thick pyriform bifacial core was left behind, t hough the normal core remnant was 
more almond or ovoid shaped. These are difficult to distinguish from chopper imple
ments found in other sites. Some 41 of these expressing a continuum in form were 
collected and removed from the Blacktail Butte quarry. Perhaps two or three times 
as many were collected by Wesley Goetz from several quarry sites within the National 
Elk Refuge. The more important of the two visited quarry sites, however, may be 
the Blacktai I Butte site. It has a central location on the valley floor east of the 
Snoke River with views over much of southern Jackson Hole. Not only is there much 
evidence to suggest that the site was camped on many times, but the nearby slopes 
are virtually littered with Tensleep quartzite flakes and frequent bifacial cores 
( Fig. 4 ). Several diagnostic artifacts were found in both the visited quarry sites, 
which will be discussed later. 

The spread of the Tensleep quartzite throughout Jackson Hole appears to be 
very minor considering the tremendous number of worked materials observed in the 
quarry areas. While huge quantities of flakes existed in these sites, obsidian flakes 
and tools were always present in the debitage. 

Obsidian and Other Volcanic Glasses 

The Yellowstone region has long been known as the "only" source of obsidian 
for sites east of the Rockies. In recent years a number of other prehistoric obsidian 
and volcanic glass quarries have been discovered in the Jackson Hole area ( Love, 
personal comm uni cation). Prehistoric populations uti I ized at least five separate 
obsidian or ignimbrite sources south of Yellowstone Park, and all were visited. 
During the survey it became evident there were probab ly several more. 

In the southern Tetons, a cluster of four of these obsidian sources occurs in a 
series of what appear to be obsidian vents, associated with small amounts of andesite 
and rhyolite. These pipes have been planed off and reduced by erosion. The larg
est exposure of obsidian occurs at low elevation west of the Snake River, and possibly 
erosional debris from this makes up the cobbles available in Mosquito Creek ( Fig. 1 ). 
The vent and the Mosquito Creek gravels represent the two most accessible sources in 
southern Jackson Hole. A problem here is that in all the poundage samples from the 
large vent itself, no piece could be found as large as the average size obsidian cobble 
collected from the nearby glacial debris on Mosquito Creek. The vent produced 
banded smoky obsidian in pieces up to about 10 cm. in length, while the largest 
cobble from the glacial debris was about 25 cm . No actual source for the more 
rounded glacial cobbles could be determined, and no obsidian could be found in the 
glacial debris upstream from the main vent. Several artifact fragments were found 
on top of portions of the vent, but nothing diagnostic. At best there are suggestions 
of prehistoric pits, but certainly nothing suggesting major quarrying on either the 
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Figure 4 . A variety of cores from the Tensleep 
quartzite quarry on Blacktail Butte. 
Core h is Precambrian quartzite . 
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vent or the glacial gravels. 
not possible in the gravels. 

It simply may not have been necessary on the vent and 
Much Flake debitage litters the ground on the vent. 

The dimensions of the vent ore difficult to determine due to the glacial debris 
and vegetative cover. It may be up to a half mile across, but presently only small 
portions are suitable for easy extraction of obsidian. None of the surface material 
displays bedrock or surface contact features. 

Discussion with local residents who had lived there some time revealed that 
only two known artifacts had ever been discovered in the area, yet because of the 
obsidian they had looked extensively. Both of the artifacts are believed to be 
large bifaces. 

A loess drift, cut in the process of excavation for a house site, disclosed ob
sidian chunks and flakes to be concentrated near the top, though obsidian did occur 
sporadically at depth. If obsidian dating could be refined for this area, both 
successive dating of loess deposition and prehistoric occupancy might be determined. 
Test excavations should be conducted in several areas, not only in an attempt to dis
cover time-depth of quarrying in the area, but for samples of the "bedrock" obsidian 
if possible. 

At higher elevations, three small vents outcrop, two of which still exhibit 
shallow pits on the surface, The third vent is so small that only small pebbles of 
unworked float could be discovered. The surface of the largest vent, perhaps 50 
yards across, shows some 8 or 10 separate pits, the average being about 8 to 12 
feet across and up to a foot deep. The largest pit, in a nearby stand of timber, was 
about 4 feet deep and 12 feet across. While obsidian fragments, "pebbles", and 

flake debitage composed the ground cover, several fragments of small thin triangular 
preforms were discovered. No piece of unworked obsidian discovered was longer 
than three inches, in spite of two test holes, one in the wall of the largest pit. The 
second test hole near a shallow pit disclosed both flakes and unworked obsidian 
chunks to a depth of 32 inches, An adequate test pit is obviously needed. 

The dimensions of the second vent were hard to determine due to extensive 
slope wash, but it appears to be perhaps 30 yards across. Two shallow pits were in 
evidence with possibly some quarrying taking place where the slope begins to drop 
off to the north, Small amounts of debitage appear on the surface. 

The obsidian from these two vents is essentially similar. It is high quality 
translucent to transparent thin banded material, with the groundmass ranging from 
nearly c I ear to smoky. Nowhere a re there any phenocrysts, ash impurities, or lava 
fragments, within the matrix. Nowhere is it completely opaque or jet . Many pieces 
with and without thin black bands exhibit the semi-transparent, "apache tear" quality. 
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Some however, is grey banded and translucent only on an edge. Other pieces have 
black cloudy zones. The weathered surfaces are angular to globular with differen
tial weathering emphasizing the unequal physical properties of the bands and matrix. 
Its working qualities are like typical obsidian, with keen sharp, and rather brittle 
edges being the rule. The more opaque and grey banded varieties seem to be less 
brittle however, and in general are better for heavier use. 

Nearby these two quarried vents are numerous places where much flake debitage 
con be found not in association with chunk obsidian. It appears that these places 
might either be workshops or temporary camps. One such area in the lee of a 
cluster of trees had an annual snowdrift which when melted added successive thin 
layers of snow-accumulated dirt to the soil. A later 18 inch deep test hole showed 
obsidian flakes throughout. Soil turnover in this region is high, however, due to 
rodents and frost action. A test pit would certainly be recommended. 

Just how far these obsidians were spread throughout Jackson Hole remains to 
be discovered by neutron activation analysis. Some seem to have reached the 
Green River near Big Piney ( Frison, personal communication). A great deal of 
obsidian which has these visual qualities is found throughout the region, but since 
similar material has been found in the Yellowstone quarries and others in Jackson 
Hole, distinctions between them and the resulting ramifications for travel-trade re
lations will have to await further analysis. When a survey of the region west and 
south of the Tetons is completed, neutron activation analyses of the southern Teton 
obsidian may show how effective a barrier the Snake River was for its diffusion. 

The fifth quarry visited is in the north end of the Tetons near Conant Pass. In 
this case, one of the extensive lava flows from Yellowstone Park has been dissected 
by glaciated canyons. The base of the flow in this area is a thick layer of welded 
tuff or ignimbrite. This material looks very much like a poor qua lity obsidian at 
first, but a closer examination shows it to consist of melted, wavy, lens-shaped 
particles of obsidian and ash. Unmelted crysta ls and ash particles are common 
enough to give the ignimbrite a broadly speckled appearance. It is not trans
lucent on a thin edge. The quarry area itse lf is spectacular in that the amount of 
material broken up extends over several hundred yards of talus slope. The talus is 
composed entirely of weathered blocks of crude columns from the base of the flow. 
These have migrated down a steep slope for some distance. There appears to be no 
natural cause for the number, distribution, and pattern of fresh breaks on the blocks 
of the slope. Large bi face cores and chopper-like implements are common on the 
slopes and on the flat-topped hi II above. Many of the worked pieces on top of the 
hill are buried deep in the loess soil and must have been carried up from below. 
Several representative samples were collected (Fig. 5) . A quartzite hammerstone 
was also located. No test holes were dug, but the implication is that this would be 
a major area to test for reasons discussed in a later section. 
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Figure 5. A variety of ignimbrite cores and flakes 
from the quarry near Conant Pass. All 
but b have edge retouch to some extent; 
g, h, i are tools showing both deliberate 
and use retouch. 
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fgnimbrite somewhat like this can be found in a similar geologic situation at 
the Grassy Lake Reservoir. Excavations for the dam materials reveal a thick flow 
of ignimbrite with some of the same visual characteristics. The Grassy Lake ignim
brite by contrast is not really workable. The ash shards and crystals are much more 
numerous than the Conant Pass variety and these prevent true flaking. Also, the 
quality of the matrix is so poor that it tends to exfoliate or break in thin brittle 
sheets when struck. This may be due to the depth or level within the flow and be 
a function of the cooling process. The Conant Pass ignimbrite is also somewhat 
difficult to work into refined artifacts however. Most of the pieces distributed 
throughout the area are flake types . The ash and crystals undoubtedly interfere 
with the fine flake work necessary for more exacting tools. Interestingly, the 
Conant Pass ignimbrite is far tougher than the Grassy Lake equivalent, and makes 
excellent long knife-like flakes. The two ignimbrites do not belong to the same 
flow and hardly overlap in their working qualities. 

Nearby the Conant quarry area, another outcrop occurs from the same rhyolitic 
flow. In this area almost no debitage can be found and unbroken blocks lie on the 
surface. This seems a bit unusual since a constant water supply and shelter is 
close by, while the quarry area is quite some distance away and more exposed. 

Quantities of ignimbrite with a distinctive visual similarity to the Conant Poss 
material is found throughout Jackson Hole and parts of the Teton Range. Some of 
these are refined artifacts. Neutron a ctivation ana lysis of these has not been mode. 
ff any correlations should exist, populations moving over Conant Poss made their way 
through much of the area to the east. Flakes of this type of material have been 
found east of the town of Jackson, indi eating at least 60 miles of foot travel from the 
nearest possible source. 

Obsidian Quarries Not Visited 

Two unrelated reports have led to the conclusion that a source for obsidian lies 
north of Teton Pass. A one day excursion inl·o a geologically advantageous area 
yielded only a tiny flake of obsidian, in spite of searching the streambeds. Occa
sional pieces of obsidian found in Phil lips Pass to the north indicate either a nearby 
source or a travel route involving the transport of good quality obsidian from else
where. Andesitic and rhyolitic volcanics in the potential area are similar to those 
found at the base of the range several miles to the south, and it appears geologically 
that the extrusions may be related. 

In southern Yellowstone Park, an ignimbrite quarry was located on Mount 
Hancock ( Love, personal communication). The quarry appears to consist of several 
shallow pits. The samples are full of phenocrysts and ash impurities, and both red 
and black varieties occur. This is unlike the entirely black Conant Pass ignimbrite. 
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The flaking quality is greatly disrupted by the impurities, although the ground mass 
is more glossy and better welded than the Conant Poss samples. 

A low group of whitish hills south of the Gros Ventre River in Jackson Hole 
contain several water-laid ash beds of pliocene age. Small obsidian pebbles ore 
available from several outcrops, and while they are a potential source for obsidian, 
most of the pebbles obtained for study are too sma ll to be worked well. A pebble 
most likely from this source has been found in a test excavation several miles south
east of these outcrops. There is tremendous variety in visual characteristics ex
hibited by the obsidian in these pebbles. A complete range in variation is seen in 
quality of translucency, dark grey to black coloration, banding, cloudiness, and 
even in the flake surface produced. A distinctive coarse grained and even sandy 
appearance is common in flakes. All the pebbles are st ream worn and show no 
near-vent characteristics. Close examination of the obsidian in the Jackson Hole 
Region's sites suggests this source may be far more important for distribution than 
any other in the survey area. Neutron activation analyses and adequate sampling 
of the obsidian pebbles needs to be done. 

Several other quarry probabilities appear from the volcanic glasses found in 
the sites of Jackson Hole. From several areas has come a high quality pure iet, 
non-translucent, unbanded obsidian. It is in small proportion to the other obsidians 
and visually is not at all like anything in the Jackson Hole quarries. Another ob
sidian, equally sporadic on occurrence but in slightly larger proportions is a lightly 
banded, slightly translucent, high quality variety with a distinct nut brown tint on 
a thin edge. Again it approaches none of the variation found in the Jackson Hole 
quarries. 

A third variant was seen in the scattered collection of a high quality light grey 
ignimbrite. The few small flakes have no interferring impurities and appear to be
have entirely like obsidian in their flaking qualities. Nothing remotely similar has 
been found in any quarry area. 

Fourthly, occasional pieces of black ignimbrite, in flakes or refined artifacts, 
have been found which do not quite fall within the range of the Conant Pass ignim
brites. These have smaller, more widely spaced crystals and may be a sample from 
either a different flow or a different phase of the Conant Pass flow. 

The above four variants hint that obsidian and ignimbrite were being brought 
into Jackson Hole From either outside or undiscovered sources. Certainly there is 
much Yellowstone obsidian in the area, but how much is local and how much is 
Yellowstone obsidian needs to be determined. The possibility should not be ruled 
out that some of these obsidir.ns and ignimbrites may come from sources in eastern 
Idaho. 
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Steatite 

Three steatite quarries were visited and several more are indicated. All the 
steatite localities are within the Precambrian metamorphic complexes of the Teton, 
Gros Ventre, or Wind River Ranges. The deposits in the Tetons take the shape of 
large pods or augen which pinch out at both ends of the long dimension. Those in 
the Gros Ventre Range are covered, but blocks are available in the talus or glacial 
debris. 

The most extensive quarry, located in the north end of the Teton Range, was 
visited and sampled. The steatite is grey-blue in color, of good quality, and is 
amenable to easy scraping and minor chopping. Prior to vandalism two broken 
pedestals and several vacant scraped depressions were evident on a narrow ridge of 
steatite bordering a steep slope. Vandals have since dynamited the main outcrop 
containing the best pedestal. One part of a pedestal is all that remains of the 
original prehistoric workings on the outcrop. Search of the talus disclosed a few 
other worked pieces, several of which might ultimately have become platters. A 
few have been partially shaped into what might be bowl preforms. A puzzling 
factor of this site is that no materials were discovered indicating a nearby campsite, 
although a few obsidian flakes were discovered on the access canyon rim. A spring 
some distance away may provide the answer. 

Of interest are the tool marks on the partially shaped pieces and around the 
pedestals. Lichen has grown over parts of them hinting they are not of immediate 
ongin. Chop marks appear around the pedestals made with what must have been a 
hard, sharp, chisel-like blade. Whether this was used as an axe or chisel is not 
known. The blade width varies from 1/2 inch to about 1 inch, and their pattern is 
vertical and symmetrical. The suggestion is that a chisel tool was used by pounding 
on the back of it, creating clean straight slices up to 3/4 inch long. If these marks 
are prehistoric, quartzite tools would have been the only material durable enough to 
have made' the apparent marks. The marks could be historic, of course, and be pro
duced by pounding an actual metal chisel or metal fragment. The semi-shaped talus 
blocks have incised grooves in addition to chop marks. One hearsay report contends 
that Rose Leigh, half-Indian daughter of Beaver Dick Leigh, camped at this particular 
steatite quarry on a regular basis, using the bowls on pedestals for mixing and pound
ing pigments. These she apparently traded to the men for use in their ceremonies. 
If this is the correct quarry, there is evidence for no more than four or five possible 
bedrock workings. 

Two other 11quarries 11 have been visited where the extent of the steatite work
ings amount to little more than a pounding or rough shaping of talus blocks. The 
start of a pecked metate-like platter was found near the Granite-Flat Creek divide 
(10,000 feet) along with obsidian flakes. Though no bedrock steatite could be 
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discovered in the area, the few large blocks are angular, hinting they have been 
transported only a short distance by ice. Several other pecked pieces were dis
covered nearby. In the Swift Creek cirque (10,000 feet) several small steatite 
bowl prefonns were found, none with any indication of a finishing process. The 
largest prefonn is seven inches in the longest dimension. On the outside, small 
chop marks can be seen, some slightly over 1/2 inch square. The steatite source is 
in blocks from a protalus rempart, created most likely during the Temple Lake glacia
tion. If so, this woold fix a maximum date limit of about 3,000 years since the 
fonnation of the talus. No bedrock source was found. 

Another glacial source of steatite in the upper Bunker Creek drainage (10,400 
feet) was found, though no evidence of prehistoric use could be determined. 

Steatite from these sources in the Gros Ventre Range is of low quality, steel 
blue, coarse grained, and full of impurities. None of the sources appear to have 
been used extensively. That there may be additional sources is indicated by at 
least one soapstone bowl found by local residents in the Bondurant area. Other 
bowls have been discovered and reported. The steatite material is of much higher 
quality, though surface weathering prevented a close inspection of it. A Precambrian 
outcrop at the head of Shoal Creek and Dell Creek might contain the nearest sources. 

That steatite locales may exist near Union Pass (Fig . l) is suggested by the 
discovery of a soapstone atlatl weight or ground pipe preform by a local mountain 
guide. This is of high quality, light grey-blue material, and does not suggest the 
Gros Ventre Range sources. Reports of soapstone bowl discoveries both at Union 
Pass and on the Gros Ventre River drainage also hint at a source in that region. It 
should be remembered that Union Pass was also a main travel route and the occurrence 
of soapstone artifacts may be reflective of a "funnel effect11 of prehistoric populations, 
and not an indigenous source. 

Basalt 

Basa It flows outcrop in a number of places in Jackson Hole, and cobbles of 
that composition are common in the older preserved glacial debris. As a source 
formaterials it does not appear to have enjoyed much priority. "It was found only 
in occasional flakes in a few sites, though the W. C. Lawrence collection from the 
north end of Jackson Lake contains a number of basaltic projectile points and large 
haftable knife-like bi faces. A mid-section of a basa lt Scottsbluff-like point was 
found on the Jenny Lake moraine. In the high Gros Ventre !<£Inge far from any basalt 
flows, a number of flakes were discovered. Whatever their source, they represent a 
significant and tortuous travel route. No quarry areas for basalt were reported, dis
covered, or looked for. 
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Silicious Tuff 

In a few sites, scant flakes or implements of a hard silicious tuff were dis
covered. These are grey-white, weather to a tarnished cream-buff, and appear to 
be clearly a second-rate tool material. While no quarries were reported or looked 
for, outcrops of a sedimentary Cretaceous formation bearing a possible source for 
this material occur in the Mount Leidy Highlands area. The discovered flakes and 
implements were few and distributed in sites near the Gros Ventre River and high in 
the Gros Ventre Range. 

Cherts 

Cherts represent the third most common material found in sites after quartzite 
and obsidian. Not one good chert source was discovered in Jackson Hole, though 
there are a number of Paleozoic formations which contain chert nodules. The most 
frequent chert fragments which are not flakes or used material, come from the Madi
son Limestone. Unfortunately every place these have been discovered and sanpled 
by the writer, the chert is badly fractured and unworkable. Potential red chert 
sources might be found in the overlying Amsden Formation but it appears not to have 
been used and like the Madison chert it is brittle and breaks into angular blocks. 
With one or two exceptions, none of the chert flakes or artifacts discovered bear 
much resemblance to either the Madison or Amsden potential chert sources. The 
major exception is one site near the head of the Gros Ventre River where apparently 
one good Madison chert nodule was completely worked into flakes and possibly left 
as a cache. 

It seems that most of the chert flakes found in Jackson Hole represent trans
portation from areas outside the survey region. Only one area was discovered to 
have utilized indigenous chert cobbles. This was from a conglomerate outcrop along 
the Conant Pass travel route. Several kinds of chert types may be found in this area, 
most notable is a smooth-flaking jet variety. Other less used types vary from mottled 
and banded dark greys and whites, to banded translucent white agate. Opaque tan, 
green, and yellowish varieties also are available, though not in any quantity. 

The northwestern end of the Wind River Basin has long been known as a source 
for silicified or agatized wood. Some of this type of material was found in Jackson 
Hole, though flakes and pieces are rare. A few similar flakes were discovered in 
sites above 9,000 feet in the Gros Ventre Range, and their occurrence there indi
cates potential sources in the Green River basin. A whole avenue of research could 
possibly be conducted on the spread of these agatized wood specimens. 

The writer feels that most of the chert varieties found in the survey region 
have their ultimate source in the Wind River or Green River basins. This view 
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includes the possibility that diffusion of chert from Idaho was slight, due to the easy 
quarrying of obsidian along the travel routes from that direction, and the difficulty 
in crossing the Snake River. It would seem more reasonable to assume chert was 
carried when traveling from the east, since no obsidian outcrops present competition 
along these routes. Only Precambrian quartzite was the alternative. Once the 
more easily worked obsidian was obtained in Jackson Hole, the cherts may have been 
discarded. When traveling out of Jackson Hole, only obsidian and quartzite may 
have accompanied the populations. Four of the five sites discovered in the high 
Gros Ventre Range on Crystal Creek contain only obsidian or hard quartzite. Sites 
on the lower Gros Ventre River travel route or close to it oil have obsidian as a 
scant minority compared to chert and hard quartzites. 
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CHAPTER I V 

LOW ELEVATION SITE LOCATIONS 

For logistical reasons the survey necessiatated reconnaissance over semi
specific areas. This resulted in a patchwork pattern of site locations. The divi

sions for discussion of site locations and analysis are therefore arbitrary. 

Jackson Lake Area 

Two excursions into parts of this area were made, both along the shores in the 
northern parts of the lake. On the advice of W. C. Lawrence, whose large collec
tion from this area is housed in the Jackson Hole Museum, a search of a selected 
shore line strip was conducted. Wave action from repeated raising and lowering of 
lake level has destroyed and carried out up to 4 feet and more of the topsoil in 
specific areas, leaving tree roots supporting stumps over 4 feet off the beach level. 
A number of obsidian flakes of various sizes were found as wave-washed remanants 
of long destroyed sites. An occasional isolated rib fragment was found, but none 
could be positively attributed to a butchered animal. Only one specific site feature 
was found on the eastern shore. An uneroded mud flat disclosed a circular layer of 
fire-cracked rocks, 40 inches in diameter, very closely packed, and one rock thick. 
The rocks ranged from 2 to 9 inches in long dimension, and were various broken 
cobbles of morainal origin. A small wedge was carefully removed to determine the 
depth and thickness of the rock layer, and no charcool or deeper layers were exposed. 
This pancake-like feature was sunk into the mud several inches. It is possible this 
may have been a fire hearth, but the perfectly circular form, closely packed arrange
ment, and the lack of charcoal or charcoal-stained sand underneath gives the im
pression of a secondary placement. No nearby debitage could be found, though a 
mono was discovered some 30 feet to the southeast. 

Later in the summer the second excursion was accomplished a long a section of 
the western shore of Jackson Lake. Four sites were discovered, though no diagnostic 
artifacts were uncovered. Here too, wave action has proceeded far enough to erode 
as much as 20 feet or more into the slope. While three of the sites were discovered 
by obsidian flakes remaining at the high-water line, diligent search of the slopes 
above failed to indicate site perimeters. Continued search of the slopes revealed 
only one other site in a three mile stretch. One of the shore line sites had been 
discovered by a boating tourist, who had found a diagnostic, triangular, corner 
notched projectile point of yellow chert. It was not made available for more than 
a cursory examination. See Figure 24h for an identical category. 

Three problems arise on the west shore line of the lake. The first is that deep 
soil turn-over occurs here at a rapid rate due to rodents. Secondly, the shore line 
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has eroded away extensively in several areas. Thirdly boating tourists have by evi
dence camped and picnicked along the shore in such great numbers that the present 
chances of discovering a site of any depth or extent seem discouragingly small. 

The best evidence and conclusions for site materials for the northern Jackson 
Lake area are found in the collection of W. G. Lawrence, to be discussed later. 
Reported sites from other areas along the lake shore have been plotted, but no 
materials from them have been observed or ana lyzed. 

Terrace Sites 

The Snake River terraces present ideal places for views of the Snake River 
bottom lands. Only one area was adequately checked for sites. The highest 
terrace in central Jackson Hole has a 2 to 20 foot thick loess capping, and over-
looks what would have been the Snake River flood plain at the time the Jackson 
Lake Moraine was forming. The writer fe lt that search of this 60 foot terrace might 
reveal sites older than 7,000 B. B. since the flood plain below was fotmed at that 
time. It was assumed prehistoric populations would not have camped on the gravelly 
flood plain itself. The three mi Jes of this terrace revealed some 10 separate sites. 
They were discovered because any stone materials on top of the loess would have had 
to have been placed there. Quartzite cobbles had been dragged up from the gravel 
underlying the loess. Most of the sites consisted of a handful or two of flake debitage, 
mostly quartzite and obsidian. One tiny area yielded a well-made red chert haft
able end scraper ( Fig. 60), and the broken fragments of a ground red sandstone 
plate. The milling or grinding stone is only partially reconstructable, and it shows 
directional grooves of the grinding surface. The thickness varies up to 1/2 inch 
thick. 

Another site contained two 35 lb. metates, sunk into the loess but associated 
with fire-cracked rock. Another area yielded quartzite and obsidian flakes, a com
plete white chalcedony tanged biface, and a · broken silicious claystone biface 
(Fig. 6b, c). The silicious claystone seems to be a type common in the Green River 
Basin. A fourth site consisted of a bifoce of soft quartzite from the south end of 
Blacktail Butte. With it were two peculiarly flakes disc-shaped cobbles (Fig. 7a,b). 
Both of these had a flake or two taken out of exactly opposite sides of the disc, but 
driven from the same side. These were noticeable primarily because Mr. Goetz 
of the National Elk Refuge had collected similarly flaked cobbles from other sites. 
No conclusions about them can presently be made. 

The largest and perhaps the oldest site was divided into quadrants for sampl
ing. This multicomponent site appears to have two levels, and more than one area 
of occupation. The lowest level appears to be emerging from the loess in the south
west sector near the terrace edge. Not only are fire-cracked rocks in abundance, 
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Figure 6. Artifacts from three terrace sites 
south of Blacktail Butte: a, b-c, 
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but flakes and tool fragments of obsidian and quartzite were found. A fragment of 
an obsidian cornernotched point and a small, thick, wornout base of an obsidian bi
Face were both discovered in this sector. These, along with fire-cracked rock 
appear to be coming out at a lower level. A small obsidian sidenotched point was 
found in the central sector along with much fire-cracked rock and one stone circle 
12 to 14 feet across. A tiny stemmed obsidian point was all that was diagnostic for 
the eastern sector ( Fig. 6, d-j). While very little scattered charcoal seems to hove 
survived, at least 15 fire hearths may be estimated for the whole site by the localized 
patterns of fire-cracked rock. Quartzite cobbles were hauled up from the gravel 
below the loess to form the stone circle and fire hearths, as well as for apparent 
tool making. Some cobbles show signs of having been made into chopper-like in
struments, but most seem spoiled for flake materials. Below the loess on the hill
side, many cobbles are spoiled and beaten, as though the inhabitants tested the 
material before selecting those to bring to the top of the terrace. Outside of the 
site area, the cobbles below the loess are not spoiled, cracked, or broken up. On 
the north edge of the north sector, two areas of charcoal-stained, fire-cracked 
rocks appear to be weathering out of the loess, down several feet from the present 
Flot surface. While these may be migrating down the slope somewhat, they repre
sent the most deeply buried material along the entire terrace edge. Nothing was 
found in association with them. 

The entire wedge-shaped terrace south of Blacktail Butte appears in aerial 
photographs to have developed a curious shallow gully pattern across it, parallel 
to the Gros Ventre River. A smooth landscape is evident closer to Blacktail Butte, 
while to the south on unevenly furrowed, pimply surface can be seen. To the east 
of the terrace, one can see radiating fingers of apparent flood debris from the mouth 
of the Gros Ventre canyon. These subdued debris trains ore on the present terrace 
above the river and outside the obvious and fresh remains of the 1927 flood. The 
Ditch Creek alluvial fan seems to be slowly encroaching upon the subdued pattern 
from the north. Perhaps this situation is indicating what happened when the afore
mentioned 5,000 year old landslide in the Gros Ventre canyon finally eroded through. 
Since the lake behind it was at least 100 feet deeper than the present Lower Slide 
Lake, it seems that such a huge flood cou ld have deposited this old debris pattern, 
and quite possibly it overran the wedge shaped upper terrace south of Blacktail Butte. 
The shallow southwestward drainage pattern cut into the loess on the terrace might 
have its origin in such a cataclismic flood . There seems to be no other cause for 
Formation of this pattern, especially since the loess cover thins to the south. Arch
aeologically, a Flood would hove destroyed any su rface sites on the terrace edges 
older than the catastrophe. The smoother and thicker loess surface at the south 
edge of Blacktail Butte is not only higher in elevation but in spite of the springs 
seems untouched by any drainage pattern. If there was a flood of the proportions 
described, this area was preserved. It may not be coincidence that fragments of 
ground-edged points were found here, and the potentially oldest point obtained 
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Figure 7. Artifacts from a terrace site south of 
Blacktail Butte. The disc-shaped 
cobbles are flaked only on the visible 
side. The biface is probably from the 
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Butte. 
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from the 10 terrace sites was a fragment of a corner-notched specimen. 

By contrast, the other terraces along the Snake and lower Gros Ventre Rivers 
have no loess capping and the pavement of sunken cobbles presents difficulties for 
site location. Since no sites had been reported for any portion of the Snake River 
Terraces, a brief and selective survey of a small portion of the higher western ter
race ( 80 feet) was accomplished. No indications of any sites were found. A 
check of the only privately owned dude ranch in the vicinity revealed that no arti
facts had ever been discovered by any of the dudes or local residents in the owner's 
memory. The impression was given that had there been artifacts discovered, they 
would have been sumptuously displayed. 

All the sets of terraces along the Snake, Gros Ventre, and Buffalo Fork Rivers 
need to be walked out. In every case they represent the areas of best bottom land 
view coupled with a valley view and a breeze to keep down the incessant mosquitoes. 

Reports on other terraces and benches have been encouraging. The previously 
mentioned 200 foot faulted bench diverting the flow of Flat Creek apparently con
tains a number of reported stone circles. The few materials observed from this bench 
included a middle section of on Eden point variety, and a small unground lanceolate, 
round base, "notched" type (Fig. 25c). The materials were grey and white chert 
and suggestive of a Green River Basin origin. Two or three areas along similar ter
races west of Fish Creek in southern Jackson Hole contain a great many obsidian 
flakes and debitage. One of these areas was sampled, and in a slightly exposed 
space of 100 feet diameter, 183 obsidian flakes were obtained, including two point 
fragments and 15 retouched flake~~ No chert and little quartzite was apparently 
discarded. This area lies west of

1
the Snake River. 

In checking with all the dude ranches on Cottonwood Creek near Timbered 
Island, only one artifact, of obsidian, had ever been discovered. A huge and 
probably unhaftable 11hammerstone 11

, suggesting a differentially weathered quartzite 
cobble, was the only other artifact found from the entire area. 

Blacktail Butte 

At the south end of Blacktail Butte is an unusual quarry site previously dis
cussed. However the area has several site locations which have disclosed a variety 
of materials and artifacts. Several sampling trips were taken to these localities 
and in all the most common cultural material was the locally obtained brown Tensleep 
quartzite. Some 41 large quartzite cores or prefonns were collected. The majority 
of them are almond-shaped and display varying degrees of thickness. Others were 
worked into handy bifociol pieces which might have been used except for their lo-

cation on steep slopes ( Fig. 4 ). Several of the pieces are "high ended11
, giving a 
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Figure 8. 11 Duckbilled 11 cores and retouched 
tools from the T ensleep quartzite 
quarry on Blacktail Butte. 
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duckbi I led appearance (Fig. 8a, b). In one area, two reworked spatulote pieces 
were found along with a thin broken biface (Fig. 8d, e, f). Other spotulates and 
retouched flakes were present ( Fig. 8c., g ). The area appears to have been only a 
local quarry since little of the Tensleep quartzite seems to have been transported 
elsewhere. One complete biface 7 inches in length with pointed ends from this 
quarry was discovered over a mile away on a terrace edge ( Fig. 7c }, but few flakes 
seem to have been carried farther than this. In fact, most of the re-occurrence of 
the Tensleep quartzite from Blacktail Butte was never fa rther than about 3 miles south. 

Of the 21 pieces of obsidian found, two are of importance. One is a slightly 
edge-ground concave base of a lanceolate point ( Fig. 9a ). The other is a second 
very similar concave base with one heavily ground edge and a reflaked broken edge. 
The longitudinal end flakes cut across the older edge flakes at right angles (Fig. 9b). 
No older age indicative materials were found. 

Of the few variegated chert flakes discovered, one was of a black variety 
similar to that found near Conant Pass. One broken end scraper of agatized wood 
was picked up ( Fig. 9c ). In addition, a local resident collected a few portions of 
a steatite bowl from this site many years ago. It is definitely not Gros Ventre stea
tite, and one might surmise that it probably came from the Tetons. On top of a 
small knoll in this vicinity is a partly destroyed stone circle about 12 feet in diameter. 
Nearby are several heavily spoiled boulders. 

How much of this entire area remains undisturbed needs to be determined, for 
several early homesteads and the old town of Grovont were nearby. Their structures 
have been removed and tal I sage presently grows over most of the remains. The 
springs in the area were cleaned and diverted through irrigation ditches by the early 
homesteaders. This disrupted the established sedimentation pattern and may hove 
brought buried materials closer to the surface. 

East Side of Jackson Hole and the Notional Elk Refuge 

Four sites hove been reported for the east side of the valley north of the Gros 
Ventre River. No materials were collected by the writer, but a few pieces from 
two of them were submitted for study. The northernmost site is apparently a stone 
circle on a knoll not far from a ranch on the Burned Ridge Moraine. A red quartz
ite core was associated with it. A second site is on a ridge in the vicinity of the 
mouth of Ditch Creek canyon. A split ha rd quartzite cobble chopper and a broken 
Tensleep quartzite, slightly stemmed biface are the materials from this a rea . The 
extent of these two sites are not known. The third site exists in the Kelly warm 
springs area, but much of this has been altered by road, ditch, and fence construc
tion, It does represent, however, an important area for close scrutiny since many 
local collectors have obtained artifacts from it and it lies on the main travel route 
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along the Gros Ventre River. It is an ideal place for game, at the lower break in 
slope of the eastern mountains. The fourth reported site area is on the low northern 
hills composing the mouth of the Gros Ventre canyon. Stone circles and artifacts 
have been noticed and collected here by local residents since historic occupation of 
that area. 

Most of the east side of Jackson Hole proper south of the Gros Ventre River 
lies within the National Elk Refuge. The low group of white hills has been men
tioned before in connection with two locations of obsidian pebbles. There are 
several sites in these hills and in one a test pit was excavated during the summer of 
field research. This site was made known by Wesley Goetz of the National Elk 
Refuge, and will hereafter be referred to as the Goetz site. This is one of several 
sites where Tensleep quartzite boulders and cobbles were spelled and quarried. 
Several dozen cores and bifacial prefonns were collected from nearby slopes by Mr. 
Goetz and these were available for study. The site surrounds a spring in a small 
valley whose walls contain lag glacial boulders, some of which are Tensleep quartz
ite. A drogline operation to open up the spring brought up quantities of butchered 
bison bone and flake materials. An incomplete bear mandible was recovered from 
this site in an earlier test hole. A 5 by 10 foot test pit into an undisturbed portion 
revealed the scattered remains of three separate butchered bison as well as numerous 
flakes, choppers, bifacial fragments, and projectile point pieces. 

Over twenty pounds of flakes, core pieces, scrapers, and chopper or knife-
like bifaces were obtained from the single test pit, and the vast majority of this 
material is the Tensleep quartzite. Less than 5% of the flakes found were obsidian, 
al I of which fall within the visual characteristics of the white hills quarries nearby. 
A broken pebble with the same surface characteristics as pebbles from these quarries 
was also uncovered. No ignimbrites were found. Curiously, two flakes, one of 
them partially worked into a flake tool, were found of the silicious tuff. Of the 
few pieces of chert excavated, one is a deliberately retouched black opaque flake 
similar to that uti Ii zed at Conant Pass. A flake of agatized wood and a Precambrian 
quartzite hammerstone were included. The total number of chert flakes is very small, 
less than 2% of the total. 

The flakes with deliberate retouch tend to be slightly larger than the average 
non-retouched flake (Table 1 ). Obsidian flakes ore apparently from soft hammer 
or pressure flaking of larger utilized pieces. Only three of the latter were dis
covered. Seven fragments of biface were uncovered. 

A thin layer of carbon at a depth of approximately 9 inches was collected and 
subsequently dated at A. D. 1560 + 115. The corrected date is A. D. 1480 + 115. 
At this level and below were found a reworked obsidian edge-ground lanceolate 
point, a thin straight edged, square-based, unnotched brown chert point, a piece of 
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obsidian corner notched point, and what appears to be a McKean-like stem base of 
an obsidian point ( Fig. 9d-g ). A great deal of fire-cracked rock was distributed 
throughout the test pit as well as other undiagnostic tools (Fig. 9h-l). Possibly 
two layers of bone and materials are present, though a specific dividing line be
tween them could not be drawn. 

The significance of the Goetz site is that it represents the one bit of solid 
evidence as to the economy of the prehistoric populations frequenting Jackson Hole. 
If the non-indigenous cherts come from different areas, as suggested, it may mean 
the site was used more than once, probably by different groups. There are questions 
which this site raises that might be looked into in the future. First, the extent of 
the living areas has yet to be determined, and secondly there are ramifications 
inherent in the fact that this locale was not subjected to the meltwoter effect of the 
last major glaciation. This spring setting, as well as several others similar to it 
nearby, might have been prime living sites since prehistoric peoples first arrived in 
the region. This is one of the few portions of Jackson Hole that hos escaped flood 
plain washes, landslides, stream-diverting fault scarps, and active alluvial fan con
struction. In most other areas some geological event has disrupted any developing 
archaeologic continua. The same might be said for on area on the south end of 
Blacktai I Butte. 

Three or four other sites were pointed out that are similar in setting to the 
Goetz site. One of them was visited, and found to be similar in potential, though 
few bone fragments were apparent. This spring too had been partly trenched and 
piped to provide water for elk, and in the bock dirt, flakes of obsidian and quartz
ite were collected along with a haftable and complete, portly grooved bifaciol ox 
head. One fragment of a probable corner-notched point of obsidian was found. 
Mr. Goetz also submitted a small concave-based, triangular obsidian point, found 
at the time of the trenching ( Fig. 10 a,b,c). About 150 feet away and overlooking 
the spring and adjacent small valley is a low knoll. On it is a stone circle and 
minor debitage. Three other similar sites were recorded but not visited. 

An apparent burial site has also been located in the white hills. It consists 
of on elongate pi le of cobbles with a large maroon quartzite boulder at what is 
probably the head. This may or may not be prehistoric. It was left undisturbed. 

At the head of the Flat Creek alluvial fan is a high bench on the north side of 
the stream. On it are three areas of one, three, and six partially destroyed stone 
circles which have long been exploited by local collectors. This site is recognizable 
because like certain other terraces, quartzite cobbles and materials hove been brought 
up on top of the loess capping from below. Nothing diagnostic was discovered al
though some curiously flaked and spoiled cobble "tools" were retrieved. These 
might have gone unnoticed except that Mr. Goetz had collected numbers of the some 
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Figure 9. Artifacts from the T ensleep quartzite 
quarry on Blacktai I Butte: a - c. 
Artifacts from the Goetz site test pit, 
National Elk Refuge: d-g; representative 
tools from the same test p it: h-1. 
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Figure 10. Artifacts from backdirt of a trenching 
operation on a spring in the National 
Elk Refuge: a, b, c. Basaltic Scottsbluff-
1 ike point from the Jenny Lake moraine. 

"tools 11 from the other sites just previously discussed. The writer is convinced that 
these have some significance, but their use remains unknown. One flake of an un
usual grey obsidian was found. 

Farther south, near the mouth of Curtis Canyon, several isolated stone circles 
have been reported from several sources, and each particular site is apparently in a 
different spot. This area, as well as a stone circle reportedly on the Flat Creek 
alluvial Fon, was not visited. 

A site from which a large, unusual, and polished obsidian cobble was obtained 
is located on the Nowlin Creek alluvial fan near a large seep. While this area has 
been plowed and has since heavily grown over, it was reportedly a large and exten
sive site on the former banks of Nowlin Creek. No cultural material was found on 
a visit to the site. 

Miller Butte northeast of Jackson has been a favorite local collecting area for 
the town residents. Several warm and cold springs emanate from the base of the 
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butte on the south and southwest sides. Around them prodigious quantities of arti 
facts have been found by the public . Most of t he materials are obsidian and Pre
cambrian quartzite. A few t iny coves on the southeast edge of the butte were 
cleaned out many years ago. In the central part of the butte are severa I groups 
of partly buried stone circles. The largest group has 13 in good condition but 3 
or 4 more may have existed at one time. Fire-cracked rock is both inside and out 
side of the rings, and is generally spread over much of the area. Some six separate 
sites were distinguishable in this centre I portion of the butte, and a few flake 
materials were collected from five . A total of 25 stone circles were counted, and 
all range within 12 to 18 feet in diameter . The flaked materials ore predominantly 
obsidian and Precambrian quartzite . The obsidian visually appears to have sources 
in the white hills and the Mosquito Creek area due to characteristics of the pieces 
exhibiting pebble surfaces. One flake of grey obsidian was found. Cherts, where 
they scantly occurred, were partly from Madison modules obtainable on the butte. 
Only a few chert flakes were found which were not indigenous. Most of them have 
extensive use retouch or deliberate reworking. 

It would seem from the flake evidence that the majority of the prehistoric 
popu lotions camping here had already been to one or more of the obsidian quarries 
and hence may have discorded most of any cherts they brought with them. It might 
be possible these sites represent mid to late summer encampments since the proportion 
of chert is very low and that of obsidian is very high. If the populations originally 
came from the east and uti Ii zed any other obsidian source than the white hills, they 
would have to cross the Snake River twice before camping on Miller Butte. If the 
populations came from the west, they would have to cross the Snake once, a feat 
least possible in June. It should be noted that Miller Butte is in one of the driest 
areas of Jackson Hole on both isohyetal maps of Carter & Green ( 1913) and Mun
dorff, et a I, ( 1964). 

Near the town of Jackson, many artifacts and materials have been recovered. 
The National Park Service collection contains a classic long stemmed McKean point 
found on the top of the south end of East Gros Ventre Butte. Loca l collections show 
similar points and younger varieties from the south edge of town near Flat Creek. 
Other materials have been gathered from the east side of town and upstream on Cache 
Creek. Most of the materials have been of obsidian, and many of the collection 
areas have been altered or destroyed by construction. No systematic check of the 
remains of these areas was made, although a few sporadic collections are available. 

West Side of Jackson Hole 

While a few extensive sites exist west of the Snake River in southern Jackson 
Hole, surprisingly few sites were reported for any of the distance between Jackson 
Lake and about three miles north of the town of Wilson, At best, only a few 
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scattered art if acts and fragments have been found in this region, and no quarries, 
trails, encampments, or structures have been reported . The high Teton divide seems 
to have far more evidence of prehistoric activity than the flats below to the east. 
Reasons for this might be found in the extensive willow swamps which occupied much 
of the southern part of this stretch. The heavy timber on and off the glacial debris 
in parts of this strip might have posed difficult travel problems. Lastly, much of 
this area was settled late and the residents may not have been aware of artifacts. 
Mentioned previously were the three ranches in the vicinity of Timbered Island 
whose owners and caretakers were virtually unaware of any artifact finds in their 
area. Another ranch to the southeast also had nothing to offer. Five miles north 
of the town of Wilson a rancher established on the pre-dike flood plain of the Snake 
had never known of any artifacts From that area in spite of extensive work clearing 
willows. One especially observant long time resident of Moose had discovered only 
a few undiagnostic pieces and had heard of only a few more west of the Snake. 

None of the collections observed during the field season had any artifacts 
from this region, and these include the W. C. Lawrence and t he National Park 
Service collections. A single artifact was obtained however, that was luckily 
turned in by a tourist. This is the mid-section of a basalt Scottsbluff-like point 
found on the Jenny Lake moraine (Fig. 10d). Immediate observation of the site 
disclosed nothing more. 

In the writer's opinion, lack of reported sites for this particular strip of flat
land may reflect a lack of observation north of Moose, while topographic and vege
tational patterns may be the cause of the paucity of sites farther south. Undoubted
ly sites will turn up in these areas with more concentrated search. 

From the Wi Ison area south the story is much different. Many isolated finds 
of artifacts occur and several extensive sites are present. While the most important 
of these have been mentioned previously under quarry and terrace sites, several 
others might be reported, One of the ranches at the mouth of Trail Creek has seen 
much local collection for obsidian artifacts. This area is along the Teton Pass 
travel route and the obsidian may come from any of the sources in that region. It 
appears that the obsidian spread both north and south along the terraces and west 
banks of Fish Creek, and the material is so densely distributed in several localities 
that it is difficult to place site perimeters. This sporadic condition discontinues 
several miles north and south of the town of Wilson . One site was indicated by a 
fortuitous fresh scraper cut during widening of the road south of Wilson. The obsid
ian from the loess all appears to be of the local variety, and consists of a broken 
pebble and flakes. None appears to have use retouch. In some of the agricultural 
land south of Wilson, a number of fire hearths we re unearthed several years ago dur
ing leveling of the land by a soi I conservation project . These hearths had been buried 
approximately one foot, and collections were not made at the time. This area was 
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not visited by the writer. Another obsidian flake site occurs near the mouth of 
Mosquito Creek, but the obsidian is local and no diagnostic pieces were collected. 

Other Low Elevation Sites 

Several other sites are hard to place in the previous area sections. Perhaps 
most indicative of these is a cache of materials turned in by J. D. Love from Boyles 
Hil I. The site was revisited and the few remaining flakes and hammerstones were 
retrieved. The obsidian includes flakes, preforms, and unworked pieces. Some of 
those flakes hod peculiar rounded and polished edges which possibly suggest having 
been carried in a bog. The row obsidian pebbles look like the material from the 
glacial source directly across the Snoke River to the west. They ore certainly not 
like those collected from the Mosquito Creek or white hills localities. Chert flakes 
make up 40% of the materials, though no rough or pebble surfaces ore present. 
Three small quartzite hammerstones are included. One artifact brightens the cache 
materials. This is a small concave based lanceolate point refined from a slightly 
curved grey-brown chert flake ( Fig. 1 la). No edge or basal grinding is present. 
It would fall within the agate basin category discussed in the section on the W. C. 
Lawrence collection ( Fig. 23b). One large obsidian bi face preform and a wide 
4 inch long brown chert biface are the only worked tools besides retouched flakes 
(Fig. 11 b,c). One of the quartzite hommerstones is a miniature of some of the 
inigmotic cobble tools found by Mr. Goetz ( Fig. 11 d). The conclusion is that 
whoever mode this cache came from the west or south, obtained obsidian and crossed 
the Snake. The cherts do not seem to be of an eastern variety. 

Another site was located on Boyles Hill that yielded mostly obsidian debitoge 
and a peculiar distinct black chert with a deep red wash. Nothing diagnostic was 
found. 

A cave or overhang site, thoroughly screened, reportedly exists near the mouth 
of Porcupine Creek at the entrance to the Snake River Canyon. Only tiny, mono
chrome glass beads were found, no flakes or artifacts. The overhang or niche 
occurs in the Camp Davis Formation which outcrops along the canyon wall in castel
lated cliffs. Another report mentioned beads dripping off the wall onto the top of 
the slope below. No investigation has been made. 

Farther south on the Snake River, a developed hot spring occurs on the old 
Johnny Counts flat. In a more recent excavation for development of this spring, 
not only were early historic ( probably Astorion) paraphernalia found, but a layer 
of mixed bison bone and shell was exposed. The shell was carbon dated at 11, 940+ 
500 yearsTh-;;;s et al. 1964). Several bison skulls were retrived from this layer but 
they have not been located. Judging from description they were not of any bison 
larger than modern populations. A lanceolate obsidian point comparable to~ 
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unfluted Clovis came from this site and is in the W. C. Lawrence collection. Its 
context is not known. Many other artifacts have been found and disseminated from 
this site. 

A tiny cave site was discovered several years ago by the writer high up on a 
cliff in the Hoback Canyon. Some seven poles protruded from a small opening in 
the cliff face. The entrance can be gained only by a narrow and risky ledge, and 
the small surface collection made was of some small bone fragments. These include 
marmot, pika, and the phalanges of probably bighorn sheep . The sampling was 
purely surfi cial and the cove was left undisturbed. It was not revisited during the 
past research season. 

Farther upstream in the Hoback Canyon an unusual site was reported and visit
ed several years ago. This consists of a talus slope in which a foot deep pathway 
th rough the talus blocks has been constructed. It is less than 125 feet long and at 
each end a circular depression has been excavated in the talus, the blocks unearth
ed used for rocking up the walls. Two large boulders form part of the rocked up 
walls of the western depression, and the eastern depression has incorporated some 
large twisted and weathered dead tree roots into its wall construction. The roots 
were probably gathered from avalanche debris on the talus, Both of the depressions 
ore about 7 feet in diameter and _hove walls over 3 feet high. The pathway averages 
about 2 feet wide and the talus removed used to rock up the down hi II wal I. In 
places the wall is nearly three feet high. The pathway, though not straight, ri ses 
slightly over a mound in the talus on the east and twists down through some larger 
boulders to the western depression. The entire structure is completely invisible 
from any view on the grassy terrace directly in front of the talus. The position of 
this feature on the talus seems to rule out its potential functions as a living or 
defense structure. Although the broad terrace may have been a congregation point 
for migrati ng game, it would necessitate corral or fence lines to force them near 
enough to the talus edge to be within accurate bow-shot of the structure. By con
trast, any game on the near half of the terrace could be easily taken by rifle from 
this blind. In view of the surrounding natural cover however, the amount of work 
put into construction of this feature does not seem to justify its existence as a hunting 
blind. While no cu ltural materials were found in the structure, two flakes of obsidian 
were discovered on the near part of the terrace, one a reworked blade. 

In the southern part of Jackson Hole, another obsidian flake site was reported 
for a hillside overlooking the Snake River on the West Gros Ventre Butte. It is in 
a small swamp nearby, five buffalo skulls were collected by the landowners, sug
gesting at least that game was available in the vicinity. Three miles away at the 
north end of the East Gros Ventre Butte is a developed warm srping. The surround
ing land has yielded numerous artifacts to local collectors. While a systematic 
tracking-down of these materials was not made, a three-quarter grooved polished 
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serpentine ax head discovered there was available for observation. This is about 6 
or 7 inches long by 2 or 3 inches wide and typical in all respects to those from 
cultures in the southwestern United States. A second similar grooved polished ax 
was apparently found in the Gros Ventre riverbed somewhere in the canyon, but 
this one was no longer in Jackson Hole. It was described as being of the same 
material, but much smaller, perhaps less than four inches in length. 

Two rather poorly represented sites were located on Two Ocean lake. The 
remains of one of these sites is near the east end of the lake where an early dam was 
constructed. In spite of the destruction of the site by this activity, a number of 
flakes and one non-diagnostic artifact were found along the dam shore (Fig. 12a). 
To the west a delta on the southwest shore exposed several obsidian flakes, two of 
which were unusual. One contains rhyolitic impurities and the other is a sandy 
opaque jet variety. Perhaps these come from Yellowstone or presently undiscovered 
local sources, for they do not fit into the range of variation for the know Jackson 
Hole quarries. 

An area of buried fire pits was reported on a ranch near the Buffalo Fork River. 
Discovered many years ago in a soil conservation analysis, no detailed information 
was then recorded. The site was not visited during the field season. 

TO BE CONTINUED IN JUNE ISSUE ..... 
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CHAPT ER V 

INTERtiAONTANE SITES 

The following locations, description, and analyses represent selected areas in 
or near the Gros Ventre and Teton Ranges. It is not suggested that the patterns and 
conclusions formed from t his small sample will stand any test of t ime, or be applicable 
to the five other ranges surrounding Jackson Hole which were not samples. The 
reason these two ranges a re singled out is pa rt ly due to the writer' s familiarity with 
them, and partly due to the fact t hat two major trcvei routes and several lesser ones 
involve them. It shou ld be remembered that mcny of t he flakes found in the follow
ing sites have use or de libe rately retouched edges. 

The Lower Gros Ve ntre River Drainage 

Many of t he sit-es in the lower G ros Vent re drainage are we ll known to local 
residents who have collected rathe r extensively from them. The re are however, a 
number which have missed public detection a s we ll as a few which are more rumored 
than accurately reported. Severa l sites to be discussed have received passing men
tion in earlier sections. 

The lowest potentia l site reported in t he G ros Ventre canyon area is on the 
north side of the canyon near the Nationa I Forest - Pa rk boundary . From a cut 
bank, an accumulation of probab le bison bone was weathering out and migrating 
down the slope. No cu ltural materia ls were mentioned for this site and it was not 
investigated. 

Upstream on the north wall of t he canyon above Lower Slide La ke , the sampled 
carbon layer taken from a delta built into a previous lake was investigated. It was 
originally thought t hat bison bones might be weathe ring out of this 5,000 year old 
deposit, but those collected appeared to have belonged to an aged bison whose 
skeleton was covered in a filled-in gull y cross cutting t he de lta . No butchering 
marks were discovered on t he bone and no hint of a rtifoctual material was observed. 

At least two sites exist in the vicinity of the mouth of Crystal Creek. One of 
these was reported to be a stone circle located on a bench near a red butte. The 
other is on a ridge overlooking a part of the Gros Ventre canyon . Although numerous 
collections have been made on this parti cu lar ridge, its poteni'i,JI may not yet have 
been realized. A few of the artifacts collected there were a vailable for study 
( Fig . 12b- f ). The remains of stone ci rcles a re present wil·h much fire-cracked 
rock and debi tage . O ne report mentions small rock shelter structures under some 
nearby cliffs, but thi s hos yet to be verified. The roots of some huge solitary 
pinyon pines hove been greatly exposed in protecte d places on the ridge and it was 
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thought that this was due to tha stomping f.!ction of buffalo in the shade . 

There are reports rhot remains of wickiups ore present on the clivide between 
Crystal Creek and Alkali Creek but search <~ffoits have been in vain. Closer to 
the Gros Ventre River is a reported stom iine or possibla pound structure. Since 
this area is a favorite o f mig rating ante lope, this structure needs to be studied. Un
fortunate ly the infonnation concerning ,·his sire '!IOS r~ceived af~er the fi e ld season. 

An area recommended for search wos north of U;t~ar Sl ici~ Lake. Many bison 
bones in an old marsh were reported oithouGh no ori·ifo~i·s ht.ve been found associated 
with them. Upon visiting t ha site, the blson bone reforred ,·o is in moderate abun
dance, but it is associated with em actively s.~·apine bod v,.1hid1 m~y have been an area 
of winter kill . However, a site of po~ib'.:-:i irnpo:tunce was ioc~tecl half a mile 
away, and the top six inches were riem,,vai inc; ht:,si·y CJi'"G.n?·~ to clatennine its 
extent. While no cultu ral mc.teri~ls wera unccvi.:red.,. ,·he 1n,1cas cf ~ veral animals 
were found concentra ted in a smali c.rise8o While long bornas were not in evidence, 
all ribs along t he left sicie of one ccircoss had be::in iroken near th~ a rticular end, 
and one sca ttered rib fragment was found with indis::,utable Clli' mC!rkso The bones 
recovered represent one yearling deer, cm immotur\3 e:k, cmd a much olde r or post 
mature bull elk . The deposHs coni·aining ;-h~se remains are geologically very young, 
possibly as late as 1900. A metote was found less than 100 yards away on a nearby 
bench ( Fig. 13). 

A mile upstream from t he Gros Vi.i-)ntre R~ver bridge is Collier springo Nearby 
are buildings a nd haysheds belongJng ·;·? tht3 Wyoming Game and Fish Commission . 
On the bench above t he spring are th.s r,=rnciins '?f perhaps hc.ilf a C:ozen destroyed 
stone ci rcles and muc h fire-crac:kecl rode~ Airhcugh mos!' of rhe flaked materials 
have long since been collected, fo.i·unc.te'.y o few remained for onulysis. Seventy 
per cent of the flakes obtfJaned were ch..:111·1 iilduding r.me piece of silicified wood, 
perhaps from the G reen River bt"Jsin cmaeto 'Nhi ;e ~h<a riasi' of tha flakes were mostly 
obsidian, one flake of black ignimb rii'e, not q..iite iike thir:: Conanl· Pa ss materials, 
and one flake of sili c ified tuff were aiso coLied'ec'.o /.\mong the cherts, a sl ightly 
concave base of a large side nokhed projectile p~in'i· vrc:s r~coviaredo If this small 
collection con be conside red representa~·;va, one hypo'l'hests might be that it repre
sents a canp site used by populations bc,th entering and k~ovcng Jackson Hole . The 
high percentage of cherts indicates perhaps more u~ of ~·his route as an inroad, since 
the much smaller percentage of obsiolicm would hov,:i to be c'illrried in from farther 
west. 

At the mout h of Dry Cottonwood Cr~ek canyon th~ surface of a lcw banch to 
the south contains two or t hree partly des~royed stone circles. Most of the cultural 
materials have been completely removedo A few fiakes of cbsidicm, che rt, but 
primarily quartzite we re found a long wB·h hQmmerstone, a core, and a few chunks 
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Figure 12. Possible awl or drill from Two Ocean Lake: a. Artifacts from a ridge 
near the mouth of Crystal Creek: b-f. 

Figure 13. Metate found near Upper Slide Lake. 
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of an orqnge sandstone metate. Nothing diagnosric was discovered. 

k, mentioned previously, some miles to rhe north of this part of the Gros Ventre 
Ri ver is the topographic feature known as gunsiGht notch. It is in this cleft, re
ported pinyon pines hove been crudely and partia[! y chopped !·hrough, then g reen-· 
bent for the ir cones. This has not be(;n confirr.i.ad. 

At least 16 stone circles can be found on the i 10 foot terrace near the mouth 
of Cottonwood Creek. Ei the r some disturbed rings exist on the southeast e dge of 
this group or there ore scme peculiar si·onr; figu res visibleo Most of tha rings a re 
within the range of 12 to 18 feet in diameter. Al! of those with an apparent fire 
hearth in the center hove been dug in~o by loca l c·~iiectc,rs. Th;; only artifactual 
materia ls left were a number of large, hcrcl c;uc.rtz!~a ccres, s~ivs, and a few flakes. 
No chert or obsidian was present o These rings a;·~ in e.Hffor~nt stages of burial on 
the terrace, but their placement poi-tern sugges~·s coi·,t.::1r.1r:,-ora:~,;1\y. They a re strung 
out in a slight ly curved line along the south~c.~t edse GJ the s-~rra::e overlooking the 
river . The circles at the southern end ore <J !ii't;e jurnbk.:d and grouped. 

From severa l sources come reports of two or more grou?S of stone circles. One 
is several miles upstream on t he west terrace of Fish Creek, ond the other is high on 
a ridge between Bacon Creek ond the Gros v~n'·re River. .Jn ~h:s ~attar ridge is 
also reported a huge tepee structure with !·he po:es stanoiing ar.,uncl a cen~ral treao 
This has been searched for but without success. 

The Upper Gros Ven:·r,e Drcinoge 

All sites in t he following discu~sbm ore above 8,,CC-0 feet. There are no 
sources for flaking materials in the entire r"'gion, sc.:ve the rorety used and poor 
qua lity chert nodu les in t he Maciison lim~si"one. The nr.:l~re:Ji· Preccmibrian quartz ite 
cobb les are downstream in the !ewer Gros Va1~~ droinOJ9e. 

Only one petroglyph sire has ever been reported in tha Jcckson Hole region, 
and this one is a pparently on the west side or the Tetons ( Drc[gs ]970: p. 171 ) . 
This needs to be ve rified. However, two separci·e g lyphs w<::re found on the Nugget 
Sandstone near the Darwin ranch ( fig. 14 ). Th:s is for do::~r ~·o the Green River 
than it is to Jackson Hole properc Ben~ath the piool f!s o srnr.:.ii~ flat area from which 
were obtained a number of chert and ob$idfor. f1<1kes, th; k:tver in a minority. The 
site is some 45 difficu lt miles from the neorest (;'.:,..;~dkr, ~urco at th<a white hills. A 
smal I test hole was scraped cwcy and showed fid~.ai 10 ~xfai· ..r:· bust clown to 6 inches 
below the loose surficial dung and dirt. This s?i~ :.'.iou!d b<.:! ·:·0!$i·eci very carefu lly, 
for dispersed charcoal occurs on i·hz liur-:ocr.a anJ of· d0p~·h. r:·;..:rld is the chance that 
the charcoal represents forest burns and not camp·;::res. 
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Figur e 14. The two figures comprising the Darwin Ranch 
petroglyphs . 
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Some distance away a rockshelter containing a cache was located. Under a 
slight overhang, the buildup of a pile of slope dirt away from the wall and a few 
placed blocks created a tiny concealed area behind. Wit h surface trowling a tight 
concentration of 63 large bluish chert flakes together with three white chalcedony 
knife-like implements were uncovered at the east end ( Fig. 15 ). Underneath the 
surface debris a fire hearth was sampled for charcoal. In this process a multitude 
of pressure flakes, both of the bluish chert and the chalcedony were found. A 
shallow and narrow test trench exposed an apparent rubbing stone, a lower level of 
charcoal 12 to 14 inches down, and a number of srnall bone fragments. The lower 
charcoal was sampled carefully. 

The analysis of the materials showed the three chalcedony tools are from 
different cores. The long white pressure flakes found a few feet away do not come 
from these implements although they are of the same three types of white chalcedony. 
The retouch on the chalcedony tools is extremely fine, there being over thirty tiny 
pressure flakes driven off in a distance of less than two inches. Only four of the 
63 chert flakes appear to be unretouched, and a ll but three or four appear to have 
come from the same core. Two flakes hove been retouched to the point of becoming 
specific tools (Fig. 15d, e). The type of chert is unusuol and nothing else like it 
hos been found anywhere in the entire survey region. A sack of these flakes clink 
metallicolly. Presumably the chert comes from the Green River basin. A total of 
two rounded and slightly polished fist-sized Madison Limestone pebbles were found. 
These have longitudinal scratch marks on them and appear to have been used for 
some rubbing purpose due to the slight polish. Only by human interaction could 
these stones and a few other non-indigenous unworked stones have found their way 
to the top of the high talus slope. The bone fragments were largely undiognostic, 
although a portion of an antelope, deer, or bighorn sheep femur and a fragment of 
a bison-sized metacarpal condyle were identifiable. Few of the fragments were 
thick enough to have been bison. A single tiny pressure flake of obsidian was 
found. --

No diagnostic artifacts were revealed at this site to indicate an age, and no 
geologic evidence hinted at a relative oge. The floor of the overhang and extended 
living area is dry, relatively protected, 60 feet long and up to 8 feet wide. All 
collecting activities took place in the eastern 20 feet. It should be tested further. 

A few flakes of chert and obsidian were collected on top of the cliffs above 
this site. The chert flake is very similar to one of the pressure flakes found in the 
hearth of the rockshelter. 

Near the base of Upper Ouzel Falls, several obsidian and Precambrian quartz
ite flakes were collected which showed no use or deliberate retouch. It would be 
suspected that these materials came from prehistoric peoples moving down the Gros 
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Figure 15. Artifacts from the Gros Ventre rockshelter 
cache. Chaldecony knives a,b, c; specific 
chert tools (?) d, e; variety of retouched 
chert flakes h-j. 
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Ventre River towards the Green River. The obsidian at least would have to come 
from the west. The quartzite, if from distcnt eastern sources would most likely be 
accompanied by chert. In the obsidian, curious impurities are present in an opaque 
black matrix, and the combination is unlike the sampled quarries in Jackson Hole. 
It is, however, very similar to some of the obsidian collected at Collier spring. 

Upstream from the Choteau Lakes area, a tepee ring site is located on the 
northern bank on a Madison Limestone terrace. This wc.s re:x,rted by an individual 
who had seen five radiating poles inside the stone circle some five years ago. When 
visited during the survey, only one pole remained inside, aithough the others were 
scattered nearby. The longest weathered pole remnant was 15 feet, and since the 
nearest scrub trees were over 100 yards away ii" seems likely that they were indeed 
part of the structure. No cultural materials were found at this particular site, but 
four other distinct flake localities were iocated within 300 years of it. These four 
sites, of! less than 100 yards apart, show a curious breakdown of materials (Table II). 
Sampling was so limited however, that conclusions about tham may not be valid. 

Table I I - Materials from the Tepee Ring Area, Upper Gros Ventre River 

SITES 
Flake Material A [3 C D 
Obsidian 43 2 0 0 
Quartzite 0 1 0 1 
Chert 2 6 2 0 
Basalt 0 0 3 5 

Site A might represent a prehistoric group moving east, whi le site B hints at 
westward movement . Not only are sites C and D somewhai· enigmatic because of 
the presence of basalt, but a different type of basc;lt is in each. The basalt sources 
need to be detennined. There is also the very real chance that flakes from previous 
camps were reused when found in this high coun-~ry, since no other local material 
sources are available . This might e)tplain the chert in site A and i·he obsidian in 
site B. 

Farther upstream but just under 9,000 feet, a Fo!so..-n point base was found by 
Henry Fraser on a cut bank of the river. He was kind enough to take the writer to 
the S!)Ot. It appears the Folsom point was either weai·hedng out of, or sliding down 
the cut bank of some glacial lake sediments. i·i' W\lS located on th8 higher of two 
terraces and is a white, fine ly flaked chalcedony. 

Within 50 feet of t his find was a site which produced ci variety of materials 
and artifacts. It undoubtedly was camped upon many times by small groups travel
ing in both directions. The collection of materials shovv' i01 obsiclion flakes and 
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Figure 16. Artifacts found near the Gros Ventre 
Folsom point find a-g; artifacts at 
6 11 depth from same site: h-j; artifacts 
from site A (text) on the upper Gros 
Ventre River: k-m. 
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tools, 34 cherts, and 5 Precambrian quartzites. Distinctive is a jet, nearly opaque, 
brown-tinted obsidian, and a mysterious grey opaque obsidian, neither of which are 
known from the Jackson Hole quarries, One of the black chert flakes is strikingly 
similar to the type found on Conant Pass. Not one of the cherts is agatized wood. 
Five of the chert flakes ore white cha lcedony pressure flakes. The projectile points 
and fragments from this site show a variety of potentia I Hme periods (Fig. 16 a-j). 
Obsidian fragments of two ground-edged, concave based points, one unground 
straight based type, and a point tip were found~ A smoH, crude, brown agate side 
and probably base notched point was included. A smoH a.-nount of trowling in a 
tiny blowout area showed obsidian points, flckes, and dispersed charcoal to a depth 
of at least 6 inches (Fig. 16 h, i, j). Although the terrain of the site is very un
even, little soil turnover appears to hove taken place. A wide test pit seems in 
order for those wi lling to hike in the equipment. 

There is a report of a find in the Forney Lakes area, and although this was not 
visited, a long-stemmed obsidian McKean point from the site is available for obser
vation. Below the Farney Lakes on the Gros Ventre drainage, a broken white hills 
pebble was discovered with other obsidian flakes. 

Four sites were located above 10,000 feet on the Gros Ventre drainage. Three 
of them were extensive and had a wide range of materials suggesting long tenn canps 
and/or many separate visits. Some of the materials suggest recurrent habitation by 
the same group. Rapid and probably complete soil turnover is the rule for all of 
these sites, and it would eliminate stratigraphic control in any tesi' pit. No char
coal was evidenced in any of the sites, and no hint of structures were found. The 
sites are all shallow, that is, the soil cover is rarefy thicker than about one foot. 
A materials breakdown is seen in Table Ill. 

Table I I I - Materials from the Headwaters of the Gros Ventre River 

SITES 
Flake Material A B C D 
Obsidian 48 145 123 1 
Quartzite 11 29 64 0 
Chert 18 97 62 93 
,6Gatized wood 2 0 3 1 
Basalt 0 0 3 0 
Sili cious tuff 0 1 1 0 

Sites B and C of this group are located within 300 yards of each other and are 
so situated that they may have represented two living areas of one c(iiTlp ot certain 
times. Site B is located in a protected area below timberline and site C is just 
above it a long a ridge covered with o ld stubby trees . It is likely that prehistoric 
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groups at one site knew about and used materials from the other campsites. Site A 
is on an unprotected extensive overlook and the extent of site D could only be esti
mated from its position between snowfields at the time of discovery. This latter 
site is on the upper limit of timerbline. 

Indicative cultural tools from site A consist of two bases of obsidian projectile 
points. One has lightly ground edges and a concave base (Fig. 16 k), the other a 
straight base, unground, and flaked in such a way as to give the impression of having 
been reworked (Fig. 16k). An end of o small obsidian biface was also discovered 
(Fig. 16m). 

The extensive site B had a most exotic split Precambrian quartzite cobble 
chopper (Fig. 17). The nearest known source for this heavy implement is 20 miles 
away and 3,000 feet below. That it was brought to this area and left is a compara
tively distinct camp might suggest recurrent use of this site by the same group. More 
diagnostic artifacts are seen in the discovery of two fragments of obsidian points and 
one nearly complete white agate point. One of the obsidian point fragments is a 
convex-edged, narrow but long-stemmed piece which does not fit well the present 
range of typologies. It may have been some other hafted tool (Fig. 18 a). The 

Figure 17. Split cobble chopper of Precambrian 
quartzite found near the head of the 
Gros Ventre River. 
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Figure 18, Artifacts from site B (text) on t he 
upper Gros Ventre drainage a-m. 
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other obsidian piece is a fragment of a corner notched or base notched point (Fig. 18b). 
The clear white agate point appears to be a corner notched point with both tongs 
broken (Fig. 18c). Close scrutiny reveals these may have been deliberately broken 
so that it could be reused or rehafted. Several complete chert and chalcedony end
scrapers were found as well as fragments of chert and si licious tuff bi faces, a quartz
ite chopper or knife, and an obsidian graver (Fig. 18d-l). Flake material disclosed 
brown-tinted jet obsidian, some Conant Pass-like impure obsidian, and a thick worn
out blade-like tool of silicious tuff. 

Site C is also extensive and involves a small treed ridge. The important or 
complete artifacts from it include basalt flakes ( one with deliberate retouch), a 
small battered knapping pebble, quartzite core remnants, a broadly side notched, 
almost stemmed obsidian point, and several bases of possibly hafted implements 
( Fig. 19a-h). One of the latter, of obsidian, was found in two pieces which to
gether form a thick unnotched implement ( Fig. 19a ). Several unifaces, mid-sec
tions of points, and side notched bases were also recovered. There were enough ob
sidian flakes containing pebble surfaces to estimate that perhaps 50% of it came from 
the white hills quarries. Test excavations of this site might be difficult as only a 
very little rocky soi I has developed and the materials ore spread over a 100 yard long 
slope. 
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Figure 19. Artifacts from site C (text) on the 
upper Gros Ventre drainage a - h. 
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Just west of the Gros Ventre - Crysta l Creek divide site D was found, possibly 
indicating a partial cache. Some 91 of the 93 chert flakes were from the same core, 
probably of a high quality local Madison nodule. Some of the nodule surface frag
ments have fossil brachiopods on them . It would have necessitated carrying for 
several miles at least, since the Madison does not outcrop in the immediate area. 
Unlike the rockshelter cache previously mentioned, only 40% of the 91 similar chert 
flakes showed possible use or deliberate retouch. The site as discove red was over
lapped by two snowfields in mid-July, suggesting of course a late summer use in pre
historic times. One agatized wood and one obsidian flake were recovered. 

Crystal Creek 

Four flake sites were discovered at the 10,000 foot le ve l or above on the upper 
Crystal Creek drainage. On the whole these sites a re in marke d contrast to those on 
the Gros Ventre side of the divide. Their mate ria l breakdown is less voluminous than 
that from the Gros Ventre sites ( Table I V) . 

Table I V - Materia ls from Upper Crystal Creek 

SITES 
Ficke Materiel A B C D 
Obsidian 15 ii 23 0 
Quartzite 0 3 5 3 
Chert 0 12 1 0 
Basalt 0 0 1 0 

Site Band C appear to be the most extensive, even though t he collection from 
C was limited by snowfields. Sites A and D a re simple non-extensive localizations 
of flakes. Curiously the locations of site s C a nd D give the impression they are 
possibly camp areas, while sites A and B are locai,~d on t he sanie ridge with light 
tree cover. No refined artifacts were located in a ny of these sites except fragments 
of bifaces and a few undiagnostic possible mid-secHons of points. The only attempt 
at utilization of Amsden chert in t he survey region was found in site C a long with a 
basalt flake with deliberate retouch. In site A, three flakes of the jet, nearly 
opaque, brown-tinted obsidian was found. In site C, a dcissic pyramidal core of 
obsidian 3-1/2 inches across at the base a nd nearly 2 inches high was located ( Fig. 
21 a). Other obsidian from this site included some unusual , impure specimens with 
the unflaked edge pieces somewhat similar to the Con.1nt Pass ignimbrite . 

From the genera l paucity of chert, thre~ of t hese sites suggest little overlap 
in quantity or quality with the sites on the Gros Ventre side. This could be ex
plained if chert-bearing prehistoric groups in late summer moved west to the crest of 
the Gros Ventre drainage from the Green Ri ve r and then simply did not bother to 
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descend into Jackson Hole or camp on upper Crystal Creek. iV\eanwhile, obsidian
carrying groups moving east from Jackson Hole may have ascended the Gros Ventre 
valley to Crystal Creek, then trave led up that strecm, to its divide with the head
waters of the Gros Ventre River. The upper Gros Ventre and Crystal Creek sites 
showing quantitative mixtures of cultural moterial types may have been used by 
groups traveling in both directions. Those sites showing minor mixtures might indi
cate reusing of minority materials found in sites cdong tha way or remnant collections 
carried or traded from a source . Quartzite was avoilab!e from caither direction, 
though the closest source is about 20 miles to the north, and substantially farther than 
that to the east. 

Farther downstream on Crystal Creek is a cave fonned by a large overhang. 
The 50 foot wide entrance has been barricaded by the standing of flat limestone 
slabs against each other in "tepee" fashion. This cave was reported by several 
sources and seems to have been exposed to view by t he avalanche removal of some 
camouflaging trees. The interior has several more barricade structures, though the 
one farthest north appears to be of recent origin (Fig . 20)o A large hea vy slab has 
fallen from the ceiling onto the sharp breakdown-covered floor. Previous collectors 
assumed that this heavy breakdown did not exist underneath the slab, for a pile of 
rubble was present on each side resu lting from attempts to obtain the treasures beneath. 
Search of the "back dirt" revealed a polished bone tool made from a femur fragment 
of a bighorn sheep or deer. No flakes or materia l other than limestone was found 
with it. A time consuming narrow trench into the midden outside the barricades 
was fruitless. Only three obsidian flakes were uncovered with slight trowelling 
nectr the mouth. A test trench into this otherwise barren cave would require removal 
of tons of breakdown. 

A lake high above Crystal Creek to the west was visited, but a reported site 
there eluded discovery. A site below the Crystal Creek - Swift Creek divide to the 
south had only a few undiagnostic obsidian flakes as evidence. 

Gros Ventre - Crystal Creek Conclusions 

Perhaps one of the most important observations about the Crystal Creek and 
Gros Ventre drainage sites is that the sites on the lower Gros Ventre drainage show 
a dominance of chert flakes suggesting a predominantly westward prehistoric move
ment. The Crystal Creek and upper Gros Ventre drainage sites exhibit a dominance 
of obsidian flakes suggesting most movement was to tha east. This in tum implies 
early summer westward travel in the lower elevaHons and late summer or fall east
ward travel at higher elevations. The use of these potential travel routes may be 
directly related to the rate of snow melt during the summer and/or gcme movements 
from spring to summer grazing areas. 
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Figure 20. Floor map of the Cave on Crystal Creek 
showing position of barricades, large 
fallen slab, and line beyond which the 
interior ceiling is less than 4-1/2 feet 
high. The circular structure on right 
is·probably of recent origin. 

Dry Fork Clear Creek 

Three sites were discovered, accurately located, and sampled by Hank Fraser 
on the middle course of the Dry Fork of Clear Creek. The sites are within a mi le 
of each other and the flake collections are as fol lows 

Table V - Materials from Dry Fork of Clear Creek 

Flake Material A 
Obsidian 0 
Quartzite 8 
Chert 0 

SITES 
B 
8 
0 
3 

C 
10 

6 
22 

The flakes from site A are mostly a green quartzite. None of them were 
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refined in any way, and they give the impression they are purely waste flakes from 
the same quartzite coreo From site B comes an obsidian fragment of a convex-basedu 
side notched or corner notched point and a peculiar reworked flake ;Figo 21 b,c)o 
Collected from site C is a complete chert and scraperu an obsidian point tip, and a 
brokenu slightly stemmed point of dark red chert u remade into a graver (Figo 21 d, 
e u f )o All of these sites are apparently on a flat meadow area mixed with trees and 
not far from water o The writer also made a discovery of an isolated point near the 
Clear Creek headwaters (Figo 22 a)o 

Flat Creek - Granite Creek 

On past research projects the writer located and sampled a number of sites on 
the headwaters of Granite and Flat Creeksu and in the high country surrounding these 
drainageso Perhaps the three most unusual are the high altitude stone circleso No cul
tural materials were found in or around these sites o The I argest was found at the 10,200 
foot level northwest of the so called 11G rovont 11 peak at the head of Granite Creeko 
This curious circle is constructed on the uneven surface of a rock glacier not far from a 
high glacial lakeo Although the nearest trees are several hundred yards away ,cross
slope, a large chunk of wood was discovered in this 10 foot diameter structure o The 
"wal Is II have been piled up with large but movable boulders to the height of two feet, 
and a definite opening is on the east o The floor has been neatly cleared of large rocks 
and a pavement of smal I angular pebbles remains o The entire structure is 900 feet below 
the top of the nearest high peako 
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Figure 21 o Obsidian core from upper Crystal Creek; artifacts from site B (text) on 
Clear Creek: b,c; artifacts from site C (text) on Clear Creek: d,e,f o 
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The second site is a 6 or 7 foot diameter stone circle found at the Cambrian -
Precambrian contact on the northeast ridge of Jackson Peak. This is about 100 
yards below the summit at an elevation of 10,600 feet. The circle is one or two 
rocks high and without opening. 

The third site is near the top of Sheep Mountain, otherwise known as the chest 
of the "Sleeping Indian". In spite of the disturbance by many dudes taken for 
horseback trips up this peak, two or three low stone circles remain on top. The 
tourists have mimicked these structures by weak attempts to build their own. The 
imitations are obvious. The only reason the two or three possibly authentic circles 
were noticed is because of their undisturbed lichen growths and slightly inset position. 
They are not more than seven feet across. Sheep Mountain was rightly named. The 
writer has encountered bighorn sheep running across these very structures. The pos
sibility should not be discounted that these are potential bighorn sheep blinds, since 
they are located on a narrow portion of the top of the mountain. They are, however, 
perhaps a mile from the nearest trees. 

Some 45 flakes were found on the divide between Granite Creek and a south
eastern tributary to Flat Creek. All but one of the flakes are obsidian, thirteen of 
which show use or deliberate retouch. No finished artifacts were found. The poss 
is narrow but partially open at the top, with camouflaging trees on both descending 
slopes. The ridge on the east is high, rocky, and steep, and the western ridge 
slopes unevenly onto a series of sandstone ledges ultimately bounded by cliffs. The 
pass is a natural game funnel, and the clack of jousting bighorn sheep was heard 
during collection of the flakes. 

Below the divide to the north is a large basin and several meadows. Obsidian 
and chert flakes were collected from one of t hese meadows. Although no finished 
artifacts were found, one of the obsidian flakes is of the jet, nearly opaque, brown
tinted variety, and the chert flakes are of high qua lity, locally colJected Madison 
chert. 

On· the 10,000 foot divide between Granite and Flat Creeks, nine obsidian 
flakes were discovered and one each of chert and Precambrian quartzite. In the 
obsidian sample, a projectile point tip and an edge of a biface were recovered. No 
other refined pieces were found. This pass is narrow, has a few scraggly trees, and 
is bounded by a steep broken rock slope on the south. The north side is a cliff of 
hard sandstone. Not far away was located a pecked "metote" of steotite. This 
pass is another prime game funnel, and elk and bighorn sheep presently summer 
throughout the area. 

Farther south a nearly inaccessible lookout was discovered quite by occident 
on top of the lower member of the Death Canyon Limestone. In addition to trilo-
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bite fossils, 17 obsidian and 2 non-local chert flakes were collected. With them 
was a flat piece of serpentine. The base of an obsidian bi face was present. Two 
flakes of an unusual grey obsidian and both chert flakes displayed use or deliberate 
retouch. This lookout commands a view of the entire upper drainage of both Flat 
and Granite Creeks. Most impressive is the route by which f·hese cultural materials, 
including the serpentine, must have ascended to the lookout without the use of 
climbing boots. 

Several years ago a major campsite was located near the headwaters of Flat 
Creek and a profuse variety of obsidian, quartzite, and non-local chert flakes were 
observed. Unfortunately the only exotic r.. ~~e:ial collected at the time was a rhree 
inch complete biface of brown ogatized dinosaur bone. This particular site is well 
camouflaged from any of the mountain passes in this region. 

Several sporadic obsidian finds have been made throughout the headwaters of 
Flat and Granite Creeks . These have been icrgely along the western wall of Flat 
Creek canyon, on Goodwin Lake, Turquoise Lake, and on the divide east of Sheep 
Creek. 

A High Altitude Gome Procurement Method for the 

Gros Ventre Rcnge 

The following discussion is primari ly the result of indirect evidence. Not a 
single bone or tooth has been discovered in any of \·ns previously mentioned sites 
above the 8,200 foot e levation of the Gros Ventre rockshslter. Since the isolated 
high a ltitude finds of a Folsom, Agate Basin ( Rudd, quoted in Frison 1971: p. 34), 
early McKean, and later projectile point varieties, an explanation must be found 
for why populations left the more game-rich basins for the mountains. Whet animals 
were so common above 8,000 feet in the mountains that so much artifactual material 
would be carried in to exploit them? Was the re any organized method of procurement? 
Why do certain sites seem to have been uti Ii zed time after time? 

Undoubtedly s.'Tiall herds of plains oriented animals occcsiona lly wandered in
to the mountains. The evidence is posiNve that the bison, elk, and antelope did 
come to Jackson Hole on a regular bas1s, mostly from i·he Green River Basin. A 
few of them may have strayed up the Gros Venfre River instead of down it. Cer
tainly only a few would have made it info the Granite and Flat Creek highlands 
from Jackson Hole or the Hoback Basin. .3ut tha extent and size of some of the 
high alt itude sites suggest a more steady diet ;han c faw ~.;ottered bands of plains 
animals. Tha write r's hypothesis is th"t ;·r:3 bighorn sheep was wE:fl establis~d in 
the Gros Ventre high country long before 1880 as Hone;;s and Frost (1942 ) postulated. 
The hypothesis suggests that certain mountoin pusses ware used as game funnels since 
Middle Period times for the taking of bighorn sheep and other animals from blinds. 
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Most modern hunters who frequent the mountains are aware of what might be 
considered "slow herding" of game. This is often evidenced by the fresh but un
hurried tracks of three or four animals through a pass just shortly before the hunter 
arrives. Or, if one is camped near a pass, tracks of three or four small separate 
groups can be detected passing through it in the course of a dcy or evening. Those 
who frequent bighorn sheep territory in the summer ore also aware that the ewes, 
spikes, and lambs feed on open meadows in flocks, occasionally numbering up to 50, 
during the early morning and late afternoon. This is supported by the observotions 
of Honess and Frost ( 1942) as well as by the writer's experience. To panic them is 
to send them towards the cliffs. To let them sense you are there gradually is to move 
them more slowly. 

In the case of the Gros Ventre - Crysta l Creek divide, the following scene 
might have been enacted. This pass has been chosen because it represents the 
largest area and hence the largest number of people necessary for this procurement 
method. 

A group of half a dozen individuals would quietly sneak several miles down 
Crystal Creek during the night or at dawn. Two sentries would be placed at the 
two low points on the Swift Creek divide, the only other potential escape route. 
During the late afl-ernoon, the ha lf dozen people would fan out on the irregular 
floor of the canyon and begin ascending toward the divide, making a moderate 
amount of noise. As they slowly moved up, at least some of the game, especially 
the groups of bighorn ewes and lambs, would gradually migrate away from the noise 
rather than chance going between the advancing people. If they move toward the 
guarded escape routes, they met with more noise. The a lternat ives are to take to 
the rocks and cliffs or move more easi ly through the low Grow Ventre - Crystal 
Creek pass, walking down wind. In order to do this today, they would be forced 
to pass close by several long strips of scraggly trees which wouJd serve as a natural 
hiding place for a group of hunters. If the animals were not frightened or moving 
fast, the chances would be good for taking several of l·he flock at this point. How
ever, should the animals bolt, two or three 'Nidely spaced exposed sentries on the 
down wind side of the pass might turn their path from the rocks, if necessary, to
wards the inviting safety of a spotty growth of trees. Here are stationed a few more 
hunters who wou Id have a chance at taking the animals or close range. Should 
artificial tree blinds be set up at advantageous spots in the pass itself, this wou ld 
greatly increase the odds of a kill. The hunter's camp, of course, should be down 
wind. Interestingly, the sites found on the down wind side of the pass are out of 
direct sight of the poss, are more extensive, and contain far more voluminous and 
varied cultural materials than any of the sites on Crysi·ol Creek. 

The idea behind this type of game drive is two-fold. The first is not to panic 
the animals if they ore bighorn, for they might take to the nearby rocks. The second 
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is to capitalize on the herding or nudging of small bands down wind through a tight 
area near natural or artificial blinds. The pass represents just such a natural funnel. 
If the animals are not bighorn sheep, but elk or deer instead, the chances are great
er of a kill since they tend not to move toward the talus slopes when alarmed. Also, 
within a few days, the same operation can be accomplished again. 

The passes on the Flat and Granite Creek divides mentioned earlier are much 
smaller, narrower, and have almost no escape routes. Their contexts are far more 
advantageous for natural and/or artificial blinds. It would be far easier, in the 
writer's opinion, to 11herd 11 game through these passes and take them, than the can
paratively open passes on the Gros Ventre. On the other hand, more game probably 
utilized the Gros Ventre divides for migration purposes than the Flat and Granite 
Creek divides. 

Some of the Flat and Granite Creek passes are so narrow that a short rock and 
tree fence could be built to advantage, but no evidence for such a hypothetical 
structure has been discovered. With longer observation of bighorn sheep habits, 
advantage in other types of procurement might easily have come about. Knowledge 
of summer bedding grounds, escape routes, or alternate safety pastures might be 
factors in plans for structures or directed drives. The unusual high altitude lines of 
rocks and other similar structures that have been found in the Absaroka Range may 
have fit such pr~histori c hunting strategy. 

High Altitude Teton Range Sites 

The quarry sites of the Tetons have already been discussed, however there are 
a number of sites associated with them which may be indirectly involved with the ob
sidian or ignimbrite quarries. These appear to be workshop area or camps some dis
tance away where the quarried materials could be worked into preforms. Five such 
localizations of obsidian flakes were sampled near the southern obsidian quarries. 
Since only one crudely worked local chert flake appeared in the entire sample, this 
will be ignored. It might be helpful in this case to ana lyze the obsidian flakes from 
the view of possib le use. The following tab le has also ignored the unused raw ob
sidian cobbles in quarry 1 and quarry 2. 

Table VI - Materials from the Southern Teton Sites 

SITES 
Obsidian Flakes A B C D E Q l Q2 
No Retouch 52 8 306 119 5 36 11 
Possible & Probably 

Retouch 9 4 36 25 3 11 0 
Blades 0 0 3 3 1 0 0 
Pieces of Bifaces 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 
Projectile Point 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 

"Preforms" 
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These sites ore probably not terribly important. Their significance lies in 
whether or not any of the obsidian was actually used near the quarries. At the time 
of sampling it was thought that prehistoric populations might have been selective 
towards the types of obsidian available in the quarries but this hos not been verified. 
No bones, structures, fire pits, or fire-crocked rocks have been found associated 
with any of these sites. 

The quarry in the north end of the Teton range has 16 sampled flake sites with
in five miles of it, and in all cases the quartzite and cherts vary tremendously. Only 
the local ignimbrite remains a constant materia l type. Three more localities were 
sampled as potential chert sources. In over 100 of flakes materials obtained from 
these sites, only a single nearly complete projectile point was found ( Fig. 22b ). 

Some curious general finds might be mentioned however. True obsidian and 
an impurity-free obsidian-like ignimbrite were found in five separate sites. The 
flakes are rare. lgnimbrites came in three shades of several sites: black, grey, and 
a definite intennediate shade of grey-black. One isolated large, rusty-red ignim
brite flake was found. By contrast, only the black variety was found in the quarry. 
A single flake of questionable petrified wood was found in the entire region, and 
this was a white opaline variety. One bonded grey rhyolite flake was recovered. 
Of the 16 flake sites, only four of the smallest collections did not contain a fragment 
of some sort of bi face. In some sites as many as seven were found. ft seems un
usual that not one flake of basalt was discovered, since the writer tacitly assumed 
that all basalt flakes came from the north, northwest, or west of Jackson Hole. 

Rother than list all the sites and their almost unifonn cultural material assemb
lages, only the most salient sites or features will be reviewed. 

Most important perhaps is the ignimbrite quarry itself. The sampled preforms 
or cores are huge, up to 9 inches in length ( Fig. 5). Not one of these was found 
beyond the general working area of the quarry. If any were carried farther, they 
were completely used up as flakes. The area at the top of the quarry should be 
test-trenched to see what kind of depth the debitage might have. There ore at 
least two places this should be done, and it is suspected that charcoal from either 
fire pits or forest bums will be encountered to act as possible time horizons. Soil 
turnover has been slight on this loess surface, and it stands in mariced contrast to 
the gravelly ridges and deeply over-turned soil elsewhere in the region. It would 
be necessary, however, to fie ld a crew ,.able to backpack the excavation equipment 
into the site. 

The next most important site was discovered along the shores of a small pond 
in the area. Virtually the entire northern and eastern shores of this pond are cover
ed with flaked materials. A few flakes of true obsidian were found there as well as 
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the corner notched point previously me ntioned ( Fig . 22b ) . Because the debitage 
was so profuse, two separate 10 foot squa res were estab lished and oil of the surface 
flakes within them collected. The tallies of these are compared below with a gen
eral scmple from the area ( Table VI I). 

Table V I I - Materia ls from a Pond Site in t he Northern Tetons 

Flaked Material West 10 x 10 East 10 X 10 General Samele 
lgnimbrite non-retouched 10 60 100 

retouched l 1 8 
Chert, non-retouched 57 19 70 

retouched 6 0 8 
Precambrian quartzite 

non-retouched 76 277 139 
retouched 4 13 14 

This is the only site found in this region of the survey that gave t he impression 
more was happening than just prehistoric collecting or working of materials. The 
materials had to be brought in from e fsewhere, since this site is away from the con
glomerate and ignimbrite formations. Thus the ossemb!age would indicate the ma
jority of material transport was moving east , or toward Jackson Hola. n•.e fact that 
there were no agati:zed wood pieces and few true obsidians tends to suggest t hat the 
site was not used by populations coming o!I the way from tlw Wind Ri ve r Basin or 
southern Jackson Hole. The t remendous numbers of pressure flakes found in the two 
10 foot squares a lso suggests much refinement of artifacts at this site, especially of 
quartzite implements. 

Due to hunting and on obvious amount of poaching in this area, game popula
tions are not what they might have been in t he past . Anderson (1958 ) shows one of 
his prehistoric fal l migration routes for elk to go through t his region. It may be that 
human popu lations at t his site and ot he rs along th3 travel route made u~ of this mi
gration. Certainly t hey had to ha ve a rather consistent game procureme nt to sustair 
their tool making and qua rrying operations. This e conomy or procurement was not 
evidenced by the discovery of bones or structures. 

The largest flake collection was made from a site having a wide spatial distribu
tion of cultural mate ria ls a long the Conant Poss trove! route. No JimH-s could be 
defined for separate flake localities. Mosi· of the material worked came from this 
stretch, with quartzite and chert utilized p rimarily, and ignirnbrite utilized much less. 

Several sites were discove red in connection with a sprins;, or near a n area of 
intennittent runoff. Two ot her sites w~re located where possible branching from {·he 
main t ravel route might have occurred. Ar.ofher site was located on the edge of er 
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steep embankment, the collected cache of unused quartzite flakes com ing from two 
feet beneath the exposed root system of an old stump. Areas along the same scarp 
showed three layers of charcoal up to three feet down in the loesso Although flakes 
were obtained near the top of these sect ions, none were associated with charcoal in i 
the exposure. 

The three sampled areas for chert did not oppear to have been used as quarry 
locations, although occasiona l flakes of similar materials were found. One of these 
sites was a red chert in the Amsden Formation or upper Madison, and th~ other two 
were large unusual bou lder-shaped outcrops in on Eocene volcanic conglomerate. 

Miscellaneous Teton Sites 

Several collections and reports remain for the bulk of the Teton Range. One 
of these hos been known since the first government surveyors arrived in the 1870s. 
This is the report of the stone circle on the west spur of the Grand Teton known as tha 
Enclosure. Mr. Leigh Ortenberger has the most extensive collection of historica l 
written records about it which describe il· to be about th:e 13,200 foot level, some 
6 feet across and with the walls built up to a he ight of about two feet. A soi! sample 
from the floor of this structure is in the possession cf Mr. Ortenberger. Ccmparcble 
to several high altitude stone circles discussed previousiy, it may be CJ vision quest ' 
structure. The high central portion of ths Tetons has not been known for its bighorn 
sheep populations and it seems un likely that ir is a game blind structure . 

Over ten years ago a site was located and sompied in tha Bud< Mountain area 
above 9,000 feet by a Montana geologist. The report states that obsidian and quortz
ite flakes and partially shaped tools were found. In addition, thare may have been 
flakes of basalt. The upper sides of son,e of the obsidian flakes are apparently 
frosted. This area was not visited during the field season. 

In northern Jackson Hole are located several low shell mounds of freshwater 
clams near the banks of a stream. In the present suivey, it is the only place in 
Jackson Hole where this occu rs. Some a 1tifocts h~ve supposedly been collected in 
the area. This spot hos yet to be visite d and studied in detail . 

Three deliberately retouched flakes were recove red from ths Owl Creek -
Moose Basin pass. Two of these are the Conant va riety of ignimbrite and one is 
quartzite. The non-used edges of one ignimbrite flc::ke ore rounded as though it 
might have been polished through carrying in c bog . 

There is o report of old fire hearths present a!~ova the "wail " on the west side 
of Death Canyon . Another report menHons o r.ffads and what was termed "fortifica
tions" on the Death Canyon divide. Arti focts onci flakes have a lso been discovered 
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in Alaska Basin to the north of Death Canyon. Detailed information about the con
text of these sites was not obtained. 

Two general areas of obsidian flakes were located on the ridge ascending to
ward the previously discussed steatite quarry in the north end of the range. One of 
these is within half a mile of the quarry and displays obsidian from at least two or 
three sources. A stream-rounded pebble edge of Conant Pass ignimbrite, a sandy 
obsidian flake, a basalt flake, and one white agate flake were among the 41 
collected. The other site was over a mile from the quarry and disclosed two grey, 
high quality, ignimbrite flakes containing no crystalline impurities, and abrown
banded obsidian flake. 

In the south Darby Canyon area two flake sites were located. A collection 
of 17 obsidian flakes from within the range of several Jackson Hole sources were 
found on the southern part of the canyon floor. The other site was near 10,000 
feet on the Fox Creek divide, and contained both quartzite and obsidian flakes. 
An isolated find of a piece of Conant-type ignimbrite was also discovered. 

Near the mouth of Fox Creek canyon at the level of the stream, three broken 
obsidian artifacts were found, two of which are probably Late Prehistoric Period 
{Fig. 22c-e). One of these is a grey obsidian or ignimbrite, the other is a nearly 
jet obsidian. Neither fall into the range of the Jackson Hole quarries. This area 
seems to have been at the western base of a possible travel route across the Teton 
Range, discussed below. 

The last report concerns the fortifications of the "battle of Pierre's Hole". 
Local residents dig at the site of the weathered down barricades on a mountain 
known as Baldy Knoll. This is located on the south canyon rim of Fox Creek ( Fig. 
1 ), and if the accounts are correct, groups of Indians used this ridge as a regular 
travel route across the range. Piles of flint chips were known to exist along one 
port of this route. The feeling was that the Indians preferred to travel the high 
ridges for the view and to avoid the dense avalanche debris in the canyons. The 
writer hos found obsidian flakes along the upper divide between Granite and Moose 
Creeks, slightly off the trail traversed by users of the route. It seems likely that 
Granite Canyon would hove had to be the descending pathway, rather than to swing 
south four miles to descend through Phillips Pass. There appear to be some interest
ing topographic discrepancies and improbabilities involved with this reported route, 
and it needs a complete field check. It should be noted that the early snowshoe 
mail route went over Phillips Pass before a trail was established over T~ton Pass. 
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Figure 22. Artifact from upper Clear Creek: a; 
artifact from Conant Pass: b; 
artifact from mouth of Fox Creek 
Canyon: c-e. 
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CHAPTER V I 

LOCAL CO LLECTIONS 

Several individuals in Jackson Hole have a ccumulated artifacts from va rious 
sites throughout the valley. Perhaps the most important a nd extensive collection 
belongs to W. C. 11 Slim 11 Lawrence. The vast majority of his enti re collection 
comes from the presently drowned delta at the north end of Jackson Lake. The col
lection is important because it came primarily from one area ond H- is large enough 
to a llow some minor statistical comparisons. Some fou r days of the fie ld season 
were spent in an attempt to categorize the points in this collection . Because the 
writer had limited practical experience witi-1 plains typology, rhe groupings should 
be regarded with suspicion. 

With a few exceptions, Mr. Lawrence kept only ·,he complete artifacts. 
Hopefully the number retained is in some way indicati ve of the proportions of each 
point present, and the proportions of materials used in their manufacture. There is 
a very definite trend toward uti lization of quartzite, basalt, and obsidian in o lder 
point types, and as they become progressively younger, obsidian becomes dominant , 
chert rep laces quartzite, and basalt is no longer used. Although the diagnostic 
point varieties are tallied in the tables below, the numbers indicated should be con
sidered rather conservative. 

No classic Clovis or Folsom types were present a lthough S<averal unfluted 
varieties of the same shape had been found . The Agate Basin shape and dimensions 
had both ground and unground convex edges. Their lengths varied from one to four 
inches, and all were lenticular in cross section (Fig. 23a,b,c). 

Table VI I I - Agate Basin Point Tally for the W. C. Lawre nce Collection 

Typology 
Agate Basin Quartzite Obsidian Basalt Chert TOTAL --
convex base 4 6 0 0 10 
straight base 7 10 2 5 24 
concave base 3 10 1 2 16 -
Tota l 50 

There were only t hree tiny He il Gap-shaped points of basalt, quartzite, and 
obsidian, and none were ove r two inches long. 

In table IX, the McKean varieties ranged from the basal notc hed, stemmed and 
smooth-shou Ide red types, to the square -shouldered, to the broadly side not ched types. 
These form a cont inuum in the collection. A few have a straight or convex base. 
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Artifacts from the W. C. Lawrence 
collection, Agate Basin! a,b,c; 
Allan point: d; Eden point: e; 
Scottsbluff point: f; Cody knife: g; 
square-based knife: h, 
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A representative of each typology was selected for illustration ( Fig. 23, 24 ). 

Tobie I X - Point Tally for Archaic Materials from the 

W. C. Lawrence Collection 

Typology Obsidian Quartzite Chert TOTAL --
Allan Points 0 1 3 4 
Eden Complex variants 2 1 3 6 
Scottsbluff variants 4 1 4 9 
Cody Knife-like variants 0 1 3 4 
SQ R Based Knives 1 3 11 15 
McKean varieties 86 5 16 107 

Some of the varieties in Table X need minor explanation. A continuum ex
isted between broad or wide-stemmed, corner-notched points and narrow stemmed 
varieties ( Fig. 24f,g ). The triangular comer notched type were almost identical 
equilateral triangles with slightly concave bases ( Fig. 24 h). The variants of the 
same ranged to isosceles triangles with slightly concave bases ( Fig. 24 i ). The 
triangular points or preforms are unnotched varieties of the previous two categories. 
( Fig. 25a ). The small lanceolate category was distinguished from the agate 
basin group by the much deeper concave base and the fact that all contained part 
of the original surface of the single flake from which they were made (Fig. 25b). 
Most of them were less than two inches long and edge grinding was not apparent. 
The round base "notched II type has wide convex edges and a rounded concave base. 
Sharp corners or tangs ore usually not present at the base and the y are less than 
1-1/2 inches long (Fig. 25c). The small round based points ore less than 1-1/2 
inches long and are simply too wide to be considered lonceolate and too narrow to 
be considered a triangular variety ( Fig. 25 d). The side notched varieties posed 
a real problem in that different lengths were ignored and the side notched triangular 
and lanceolate types were lumped in (Fig. 25e,f,g). It is obvious that table X 
consists of the writer's descriptive categories fitting the majority of the artifacts, 
and they may only in part fit plains typologies. 

Table X - Descriptive Point Tally for a Portion of the 

W. C. Lawrence Collection 

Descriptive Typology Quartzite Obsidian Chert --
Wide stemmed corner notch 0 24 18 
Narrow stemmed corner notch 0 12 2 
Triangular corner notched 0 3 7 
Variants of corner notched 0 13 6 
Unnotched triangular 1 11 2 
Smal I lanceolate 6 17 4 
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Artifacts from the W, C. Lawrence 
collection, McKean continuum: a-e; 
wide stemmed corner notched: f; 
narrow stemmed corner or base notched: g; 
triangular corner notched: h; 
variant of corner notched: i. 
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Figure 25. Artifacts from the W. C. Lawrence 
collection. Unnotched triangular: a; 
small lanceolate: b; 
round base "notched": c; 
small round base: d' 
side notched varieties: e, f ,9. 
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Round base "notched" 
Smal I round based 
Side notched varieties 

1 
0 
8 

4 
5 

94 

1 
1 

21 

6 
6 

123 

This brief summary does not include a number of points which do not fit into 
the categories the writer has used. Several hundred biface knife-like implements 
are present which might be broken down into types based on shape of the cross sec
tion, base shape, stemming, tangs, or other shape geometries. They are completely 
dominated by quartzite, chert runs a poor second, obsidian much less common, and 
least common is basalt. This collection also contains some rather peculiar points of 
non-local materials. There are several large stemmed, grey-red, chert points rem
iniscent of the eastern Archaic, and several obsidian points indicative of the early 
southwestern desert varieties. A few crude basaltic lanceolate attempts hint at the 
Old Cordilleran complex. Three or four crude, grey, potsherds with quarts temper 
ore also in this collection. They ore the only indigenous clay pottery fragments 
known in Jackson Hole. 

Mr. Lawrence also possesses the most extensive steatite bowl collection in 
Jackson Hole. Many of these are crude and flat-bottomed, although some much 
finer shallow, wide-mouthed bowls or deep platters are present ( Fig. 26). The 
majority of these were discovered on the drowned delta at the north end of Jackson 
Lake. The steatite presumably came from one or more steatite quarries in the Teton 
Range. 

It is of paramount importance that Mr. Lawrence's entire collection be number
ed, catalogued, and described by a competent archaeologist, and then special 
measures taken to safeguard it. It is especially significant that it all came from a 
comparatively small area and was so soluminous as to enable useful typological com
parisons to be made . 

1 Fool 

.. . .. , .. 

e . 
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Figure 26. Steatite bowl types in the W. C. Lawrence collection. 
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A second collection is possessed by the National Park Service at Moose, 
Wyoming. A significant fraction of this was donated by W. C. Lawrence. The 
bulk of it comes from park personnel and other scattered finds throughout t he valley. 
Unfortunately a large segment, without labeled locality or collector, contains 
several Agate Basin and McKean varieties but no Eden-Scottsbluff types. The most 
curious item in the collection is a painted ladle handle of grey-pink slipped pottery 
( Fig. 27). Black stripes and circles have been painted on the concave part of the 
handle. A tourist apparently found this on the east shore of Jackson Lake. 

A third collection has been accumulated by Mr. Otto Nelson and his now de
ceased brother Charlie Nelson. The broad smattering of point types from Jackson 
Hole reflects much the same age depth as the W. C. Lawrence collection. It is 
noteworthy that Otto Nelson's collection has a much higher percentage of c hert 
artifacts than the W. C. Lawrence collection. The greater portion of Mr. Nelson's 
Jackson Hole collection has been accumulated from a reas along the upper and lower 
Gros Ventre River drainage. Also in this collection are steatite potsherds from the 
south end of Blacktail Butte, and the three-quarter grooved, polished serpentine ax 
head from the hot spring area discussed in another section. This collection too 
shou Id be numbered, catalogued, described, and located on a map. Mr. Nelson 
has a keen memory for the locations of his artifacts. 

The collection belonging to Wesley Goetz is an unusual one and represents 
materials from primarily within the National Elk Refuge. The majority of his col
lection focuses on the large cores and bifaces discussed in connection with the Goetz 
site and the south end of Blacktai I Butte. Only a few projectile points have been 
collected. The importance of this collection is similar in some respects to that be
longing to W.C. Lawrence. Most of Mr. Goetz's numerous bifaces and cores come 
from several sites alone. They represent a large enough sample that patterns of core 

1 Inch 

Figure 27. Black painted slipped pottery in t he 
National Pa rk Service collection. 
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working and bi face construction become evident. A cursory breakdown of the more 
important types of his core and biface collection is shown below ( Table XI). It 
shou ld be remembered that almost none of these implements is sma ller than three 
inches in length. The figure listed are examples coflected from other sites, but 
which are illustrative of those in Mr. Goetz's col lection. 

Table X I - Materials in the Wesley Goetz Collection 

Descriptive Type 

Circular, thick biface cores (Fig.4a) 

Long oval-shaped cores, lenticu lar 
cross section, 6 - 12 inches long 
(Fig. 4 g,h) 
Flat or thin cores of above (Fig.4 b) 

Pear-shaped cores and cobbles worked 
to a broad single point, 3 - 8 inches 
long (Fig. 11 d) 
Split cobble uniface choppers (Fig. 17 b) 
Full cobble bifoce choppers 
Disc cobbles fl aked to square with four 
points as corners 
Side notched disc cobb les (Fig. 7 o,b) 
Cores with one steep end (duckbi iled 
shape), 4 - 12 inches long (Fig. 8 a,b) 
Olduvai-type pebble choppers 

Miscellaneous thick cores 

Miscellaneous t hin cores 
Cores with apporent retouch 
Square-based bifaces, smallest is 
2 inches wide by 6 inches long 

Number and Material 

5 Precambrian quartzite 
4 Tensleep quartzite 
1 Precambrian quartzite 

13 Tensleep quartzite 

1 Precambrian quartzite 
6 T ensJeep quartzite 

33 Precambrian quartzite 

3 Precambrian quartzite 
3 Precambrian quartzite 
4 Precambrian quartzit,a 

9 Precambrian quarh:ite 

51 Tensleep quartzite 
21 Pre cambrian quartzite 
2 T ensleep quartzite 

i O Precambrian quartzite 
82 Tensleep quartzite 
50 T ensieep quartzite 
15 T ensieep quartzite 

5 Tensleep quartzite 

Mr. Goetz's collection also contains a number of the more usual small chert 
bifaces and flakes. Fortunately the writer was able to see this collection early in 
the field season and hence recognized much in the survey that otherwise would have 
been missed. It would be extremely worthwhn c for an c;rchaeolos isr concerned 
with progressive manufadure of artifocts to study this co lle(;:tion and attempt to de
tennine the possibe perimeters of what seems to be rea~n_ably distinct typologies. 
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There are several other large collections in Jackson Hole that have not been 
examined. It would be wise for a future investigator to ferret out these collections 
and attempt to place the finds on maps. The writer believes most" of the artifacts 
previously discovered in Jackson Hole to have remained in the valley. However, 
with the National Pork Service and National Forest Service presently encouraging 
people to enter the lands surrounding the more restrictive park lands, the disappear
ance of materials may hamper future study. 
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CHAPTER VI I 

CONCLUSION 

The intent of this survey has been to unify as much information pertinent to the 
archaeology of Jackson Hole as possible. It is necessary to know what the effects 
are of loess deposition, glaciation, recent fau lf-ing, landsliding, and active alluvial 
fan construction with resepct to the preservation, destruction, a nd exposure of archae
ologi c sites of different time periods. It is important t hat local collections be studied 
so that some idea of the time depth for man in Ja ckson Hole con be surmised. The 
topography, climate, and local materials must be anGlyzed wifh an orientation toward 
travel routes and quarries and seasonal occes:.. Some picture should be presented of 
the band economics, for without some fonn of subsistence pottem the bands would not 
hove entered at all. Lastly, some ideas shou ld be forwarded as to the next research 
steps to be taken, for this work represents primarily a listing of informoHon contain
ing few answers for questions an observant individual would raise. 

The major conclusions with varying amounts of factual support start with the 
determination of seasonally open access route s to the Jackson Hofe area. The major 
topographic pathways ore the Wind River - Blackrock Cre~k, the Green River - Gros 
Ventre River, and the Conant Pass rout es. Less commonly used routes include travel 
from the Hoback Basin, the Little Greys Rive r - Snake Ri ver Canyon, the Mosquito 
Creek - Teton Pass area, and possibly tha Pocifi c Creak area. Barriers to trave ling 
these routes may hinge on the spring melting of t he snow and ~-he necessity of cross
ing major rivers, especiolly the Snake. Since Jackson Hole is unique in having a 
paucity of chert and localized abundance of v.olccmic glosses, inroad and out road 
camps may be partia lly determined by tha proportions of these mate rials found in 
them. The spread of materials from known quarry areas is important in tracing local 
trove I possib I y trade route. 

While the lowland populations may have been fo llowing bison, e lk, or ant~
lope migrations, the high a ltitude sites suggesi· prcbable bighornsheep procurement 
on a semi-regular basis. They may hove acccrnplished this by exploitation of the 
funneling effect that high mountain posses have on most game . The number of 
edible plants and berries at both high and low elevations should not be ignored. 
Prehistoric camps may hove been oriented for explo itation of these at certain times 
of the year. It may not be coincidence t har t ne huge drowned site at th\; north end 
of Jackson Lake, besides being on o trave l route, is in cm orea known for its many 
varieties of profuse berry bushes. In this btem,onh:me ~nvironment restrictive 
economics would be difficu lt to maintain. It :.cwt$ mor1:: r0c.sonable to expect ut ili
zation of all possible food sources by seosona! pr~his~cdc bonds. This would not 
only include plants and scattered big game, but probab ly fi sh, birds, and small 
mammals. 
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Although only four clay potsherds have been found in all of Jackson Hole, four 
steatite quarries and quite a number of bowls and deep platters have been located. 
Influences from much more distant regions ore slight in the locol collections, and 
consist of two serpentine three-quarter grooved axes, a few possibly eastern Archaic 
points, a few Old Cordilleran complex varieties, and an obsidian projectile poinr or 
two reminiscent of southwestern variations, 

Few complete diagnostic artifacts were recovered during the survey. Compar
ing extensive local collections with prevailing beliefs about plains typology, it seems 
presently that the first great influx of prehistoric groups into Jackson Hole wer-e those 
carrying the Agate Basin variety of projedi!e points. This may have begun at tha 
time glacier ice was receeding from moraines on the va lley floor about 9,000 years 
ago. The oldest known positively identified projectile point is a Folsom bass, col
lected from the 9,000 foot level to the southeast on the Gros Ventre River. The 
least common projecti le points in all of the collections are those from tha Eden
Scottsbluff complexes. Most common are the McKean voridies, corner not ched and 
large side notched points. They hint ct a larger influx of populations into Jackson 
Hole than previously. By contrast, sites contain ing older points could have been 
buried or destroyed by various geologic processes. Hence fewer sites would be 
availab le for surface collecting. There is also a re lative lack of Late Prehistoric 
Period small side and/ or base notched points in the col!ecti,,ns observed. While 
this might suggest less travel to Jackson Hole from the plains, it may a lso mean that 
a different method of hunting and procuring other food prevailed in a mountain 
environment. 
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APPENDIX 

Areas Not Surveyed 

The majority of the Teton-Jackson Hole region nemains to be su rveyed. Al
though a great meny reported sites have yet to be field inspected, a number of areas 
were completely neglected. This includes almost the entire drainage of Blackrock 
Creek and the Buffalo River. Nothing specific cbout the known sites along these 
waterways was investigated. The pinyon Peak Highlands, the Washakie Range, and 
the Mount Leidy Highlands are virtually untapped. Likewise no information is avail
able for the Snake River Range and anything west of the Teton Pange. 

Of the specific areas within Jackson Hole proper, the entire west side of the 
Snake River south of Jackson Lake needs to be carefully surveyed. Jn spite of the 
known sites, this should include the strip from the i"own of Wilson south to the Snoke 
River Canyon. While a few sites ore recorded north of Bfac.1<tail Butte, most of the 
volley floor east of the Snake was not researched. Only a sr11aH portion of the Gros 
Ventre Range and smaller portions of the Teton Range was investigated, and both 
these were aided by trips in previous years. 

Priority List of Test Excavations 

1. South end of Blacktail Butte 
2. Elk P.efuge sites ( 2 and possibly 3) 
3. South Teton obsidian quarry (2) 
4. North Teton ignimbrite quarrr ( 3) 
5. Gros Ventre rockshelter 
6. Gros Ventre Folsom point area ( 1) 
7. Upper Slide Lake area ( 1) 
8. Hoback Cave 

Ideas for Future Projects 

One project of top priority should be the complete neutron activation analysis 
of a wide variety of obsidian from each of the seporate Guerry areas. The same should 
be attempted for the ignimbrite quarries. Once this is cccomplished, a multitude of 
samples collected from the various sites in the survey could be run and their source 
quarries hopefully determined. This wou!cl possibly result in determination of how 
effective postulated trave l barriers have be0n. It might also yield data to propose·a 
network or potential trave l-trade routes. included in this analysis should be the 
determination of obsidian source areas from the points in the Wo Co Lawrence and 
others collections. This might give on approximate account of when certain ob.sidion 
sources were discovered and utilized, thus providing maximum date limits on obsidian 
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flakes found in other sites and outside the region. 

Connected with the above project could be the hydration rate analysis of 
different obsidians in a variety of areas and a ltitudes. Approximate mean annual 
temperatures could be calculated for the non-buried obsidians based on a ltitude, 
and good control could be had if the hydration rates were from specific artifacts. 

A second major project concerns the sources of the cherts in Jackson Hole. 
Without some kind of chemical tracing methods, about t he only solution seems to be 
surveys in surrounding regions to determine chert varia tions in those areas. It is 
the long way around a problem but it wou ld accomplish many things. First, the 
surveys in other areas would be beneficial i.-. themselves, secondly, the amount of 
chert migration into Jackson Hole might be es~rmoted os weli as t he obsidian migra
tion in the opposite direction. In addition, t he time depth and density of prehistoric 
populations surrounding Jackson Hole might be discovered., and hence some idea of 
the potential versus actual access to Jackson Hole could be estimated. 

A third project involves the time depth of flora l patterns. There are virtually 
hundreds of ponds and lakes in different parts and e levations of Jackson Hole which 
hove been collecting pollen since before glacial times. Dotes on pond cores in the 
potholes area might confirm or refute the idea of ice on t he floor of Jackson Hole at 
9,000 years as well as give a floral history. The younge r ponds found on some of 
the slower landslides might give minimum dates for iandslide formation. The Gros 
Ventre Range has not been as sensitive to g lacier formation as the Teton Range, and 
many of its lakes and ponds hove been free of glacial ice for much longer periods. 
Pollen profiles as well as carbon dates from several of these could give on approximate 
picture of the floral sequences. It is possible i·hese could be contrasted with pollen 
from cores from worm spring swamps in the lower elevations to explore elevationol 
adjustments. 

A fourth project of value wou ld be the determination of erosional processes 
for different parts of the region. The terraces on waterways other trnm the Snake 
River and uuper Hoback have never been studied. The loess deposition sequence 
needs more and better dates. Alluvial fem development rates and extensions need 
to be detennined. In some places the rotes of faul ting cmd time of stream diversion 
might be established. londsBdes and possibfe lake formation times should be re
searched. In total, the geological event·s since the start of loess deposition about 
20,000 years ago need to be concentrated on. 

Throughout all of the above projects, accurate notes and collections should be 
mode on any and all buried fauna! remains discovered. A copy of these notes and/or 
the collections shou ld be sent to a central research station, such as the one proposed 
for the Yel lowstone-Teton region, so that ultimai·eiy fcunal arrivals might be dated 
or determined. 
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